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"I

was amazed ...

station after station

rolled in..."
The original of this letter may
he

inspected

at

Bolton,

our Head

Office. Cossor House.

HighburyGrove.Lcridon,N 5.

Dear Sirs,

I am using a well-known Set which
is noted for the way it brings in stations.
recently borrowed a Cossor Metallised
1

Screened Qrid Valve to try.

I first tried three

other makes of S.Q. Valves and there was
not much difference between them. Then
I

tried the Cossor.

I was amazed-

station after station rolled in.

I set

the dials to a certain station, took out the
Cossor and tried the other S.Q. Values,
result-flat nothing-only a whisper. I put
back the Cossor and without touching the
dials the Set .0 as roaring the place down.
You cannot give a better test than this.
Yours faithfully,
Signed

THE simplest and most economical way to

KINGS
OF THE

increase

I the efficiency of your Receiver is to replace your old
Screened Grid Valves with Cossor. The right type of
Cossor Screened Valve will make your Set like new
again - restore its vigour. Thousands of Wireless Users
are rejuvenating their Sets with Cossor - Britain's most
efficient Screened Grid Valves. You should too.

A,12

To A. C. COSSOR, LTD., Melody Department, Highbury Grove,
London, N.5.

COSSOR

Please send me, free of charge, a copy of the Cossor 72 -page
Wireless Book B.V. 33.

SCREENED GRID

Name

Address
1.11A1'.

VALVES
A. C. COSSOR LTD., Highbury Grove, London,

N.5. Depots at Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow,
Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Sheffield,
and Dublin.
Belfast,
.1300
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS
The Lucerne Plan
The " Portovisor " is the very first
IT has previously been announced in these portable television receiver to be offered to the
columns that the new " Lucerne home constructor and it marks a really
Plan " would come into operation on definite forward step in modern television
January 16th, and many readers have technique - yet another proof that
written to ask in what way this would
PRACTICAL WIRELESS " ALWAYS
affect them. Briefly, it can be stated that the LEADS!
wavelength changes will have only a very
slight effect upon the listening public, and New KDKA Broadcast Feature
that reception will be no more difficult than IN addition to the special transmissions
before. As a matter of fact, the modified
made for the benefit of trappers, police,
wavelengths will, in nearly every case, and other inhabitants of the Polar circle,

simplify the selectivity problem, but so
that every reader may have a thorough
understanding of the new position which
will be created we have had prepared a
special article on this subject. The
article appears on page 781 of this
issue, and, since it has been written
at the last moment, it is right

the same districts. When reference is
made to them they are to be known as
follows : Toulouse-Muret, Lyon-Tramoyes,
Nice -La Brague, Paris-Villejuiste, Lille-

Camphin, Marseille -Realtor, and RennesThouries.
Their power varies between
60 and 100 kilowatts.

Germany Nearing Five Million Listeners
the course of November, 202,000 new

IN registered licences were taken out in
Germany, thus bringing up the total to

the KDKA and W8XK stations of East 4,837,539. It is hoped that the five million
Pittsburgh broadcast on every fourth mark may be reached by the New Year.

Sunday of the month a brief sacred service
and special messages to foreign missions

r

To beat England's figures Germany still has
a long way to go, as we are over one million
ahead.
Wireless In Taxis

INSIDE

IN the United States, whence the

those wavelength adjustments which
have been called for at the very

No. 2 OF

all readers well abreast of the latest

"PRACTICAL
TELEVISION"

taxi -cabs which were equipped with
wireless sets for the entertainment of
both driver and passengers were
ordered by the police to remove the

up-to-the-minute,

including

even

last moment.
This article gives
further proof of our policy of keeping
developments.

Television is Hero

THERE are still a few sceptics

who claim that television is not
popular, and even that it cannot .be

MAKING A PORTABLE

so until vast changes have taken place in

TELEVISION RECEIVER

are generally of the " Micawber "
type who are " always waiting
for something to turn up ' instead of

AMATEUR TELEVISION

regard to the method of transmission
and reception of light. These sceptics

helping in the development of new
Whilst such people are
sciences.
dreaming,

PRACTICAL

WIRELESS

IS HERE

is

acting, and all readers will welcome the throughout the world.

essentially -practical constructional article
in this issue which tells you how to make a
really efficient portable television receiver.
This new piece of apparatus is easy to make,
and by no means costly, so that there is no
reason why every PRACTICAL WIRELESS
reader should not proceed at once to enjoy
to the full the many television broadcasts
which are now made by the B.B.C. It is a
true fact that the present television broad-

casts are of distinct entertainment value,
and any intelligent person who has lately

This is carried out
on the lines adopted by the Vatican station

idea originated, some two thousand

apparatus or to have their licences
revoked.
The decision was taken

following an accident in which a man
was knocked down and seriously injured. The New York authorities, in

taking their decision, stated that in
addition to distracting the attention

of the drivers, radio broadcasts in such
vehicles would increase street noises

to the extent of making the taxicabs
a public nuisance. Although they
had become popular with the general
public, the disadvantages of the innovation far outweighed its benefits.
More Powerful Broadcasts from U.S.A.

ARECENT decision taken by the
American Radio Commission permits

at Rome, except for the fact that the three of the most important U.S.A. stations

transmissions in this instance are destined to increase their power to 50 kilowatts.
to Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian In these circumstances it is expected that
denominations. The broadcasts may be the range of 'WGN, Chicago (416.7 m.),

picked up in the British Isles at G.M.T. WBZ, Boston (303 m.) and WHAM,
04.30 (Mondays) on 308 metres (KDKA) Rochester, New York (260.9 m.), will be
and 48.86 metres (W8XK).
greatly extended, and their broadcasts
should be picked up more easily in the
France's High -Power Stations
British Isles. It is anticipated that a

THE seven

transmitters similar licence may be given to them. They
is are : WMAQ, Chicago (447.8 m.) ; WHAS,
" looked -in " with an efficient receiver such erecting have now been given official names Louisville (365.9 m.) ; KNX, Hollywood
as the " Portovisor " will not dispute this in order to distinguish them from other (285.7 m.) ; and WBT, Charlotte
fact.
private stations which are operating in (277.8 m.).
high -power

which the French State System
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)
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Ekco Bakelite Factory

X..- .1..0

works, fourteen hydraulic presses
are in operation at the present time,

!../.1114141M.....M.....M.14104.N=0..M....4

.11111.

NNW

INTERESTING and TOPICAL

i

Musical Comedy Excerpts

THE name of David Wilson (baritone)
has become synonymous with the
Belfast station's programmes of musical
including one 1,500 -ton and two 1,100 -ton Bristoe, who has also written many compo- comedy excerpts. He will make another
machines. Each of these presses weighs sitions for the films. Alma Vane and Hugh appearance before the microphone on
January 8th, in a programme of this type.
over 100 tons, and stands 35ft. high Morton will be in the cast.
It includes excerpts from The Desert
from its base. This base is situated
THE POWER OF THE PRESS!
Song, The Maid of the Mountaini,
in vaults below the main floor
and The Lady of the Rose.
of the plant. Nearly 2,000 tons
of concrete were used in preparing
Aladdin
the foundations, which are sunk
THE first relay from the Opera
13ift. into the ground. The hinged
House, Belfast, comes into the
dies used for moulding cabinets
programmes on January 9th, when,
weigh over 5 tons each, except on
an excerpt from the pantomime
the 1,500 -ton press, where the die
Aladdin will be heard by Belfast
weighs 15 tons. Two cabinets are
listeners. This is the thirty-ninth
produced simultaneously by this
annual pantomime which has been
machine. The electricity consumed

AT the bakelite plant at the Ekco

i

PARAGRAPHS

performed in this theatre, and a long

by the power plant amounts to

list of

nearly 10,000 units a day, or three
and a half millions a year. Move-

ment of an electrically worked lever
plunges the upper die into the
mould. A specially prepared sand glass is used for timing, in preference
to a clock or other mechanical
device.

When the die

ACOMEDY in three scenes by
Charles K.

is released, the

and the only operation needed to

Missing Links is a witty story of

complete the cabinet is to break oft'

golf and science intermingled.

a thin " flesh " of bakelite, and to

Military Band Concerts

give the edges a slight polish.

THERE are two band programmes
from the Midland Regional

Concerts of British Music

major works already well-known to

the public are included in the programmes. On January 1st Delius's

A Song of

Missing

and a number of his plays have been
broadcast, including Loaves and
Fishes and The Wee Moi/em Cow.'

inserts are firmly moulded in place.

of the B.B.C., some fifteen or so

Ayre,

Links, will be heard by Northerri
Ireland listeners on January 12th.
Charles K. Ayre is one of the most
popular of the Ulster playwrights;

cabinet is lifted out of the mould.
Mortised screw sockets and metal

IN addition to the seven new works
to be introduced at the Six
Concerts of British Music to be held
in Queen's Hall, under the auspices

stars" has been assembled

for it.
Missing Links

studio during the week-one by the

Creswell Colliery Band, conducted by,

David Aspinall, on January 9th, and
the other by the Birminghim

Military Band, conducted by
Arthur Clarke, on the 11th. lute How Bakelite is moulded at the Ekco Factory. (See the ludes in the two programmes are
paragraph on this page.) This press produces two Model occupied respectively by Patricia;
Rossborough (syncopated pianistfis)
74 Cabinets at one stroke.
and Harold Pollard (entertainer)

the High Hills, for
chorus and orchestra, will be given, as
well as Constant Lambert's The Rio Grande,
for solo piano, chorus, and orchestra. The

Interesting Talks from Midland Regional

former is one of Delius's most beautiful

TWO talks of special interest to the

approval as Lambert's The Rio Grande,
which is undoubtedly one of the most

the week's Midland Regional programmes.
On January 8th, Robert Tredinnick interviews a Midland miner for the Boyhood in
Industry series, and on January 10th Professor K. Neville Moss, of the University of

Midland coalfields will be given in

works, and " is full of a sense of spacious
solitudes and far horizons." Few contemporary works have won such wide popular

Problem No. 68
made up a mains receiver
employing an S.G. H.F. stage, detector and
L.F. stages. When tested results were very

Jenkinson

successful attempts yet made to apply the
rhythmic idiom of modern dance music to
a serious symphonic work.

poor, and he accordingly connected a milliammeter in the anode circuit of each valve in turn.

The detector and output stages were quite in
order, but the H.F. valve showed no anode
current at all. The H.F. choke was tested and
found continuous, and an H.T. reading could
be obtained between the anode and the earth

January 5th brings Arthur Bliss's A

Colour Symphony, a work of outstanding
merit deriving " its name from the fanciful
attachment of a colour to each of the four
movements." Another important work
is Eric Fogg's Bassoon Concerto which is
dedicated to Archie Can3den, the renowned
principal bassoon of the B.B.C. Orchestra,
who is to be the soloist on this occasion.

Revue Fare from Birmingham

ON January 12th, listeners will hear
on the Midland wavelength both a
play and a revue. The play is Philip

line.

All connections to the valve -holder were

found to be soundly made and the valve was
tested and found up to standard. What was
wrong ? Three books will be awarded for the
first three correct solutions opened. Address
your attempts to The Editor, PRACTICAL
1

WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 4-11, South ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Envelopes should be marked Problem No. 68,

and posted to reach here not later than
January 8th.

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 67

In joining the grid leak to the first valve, Jones overlooked the fact that a condenser was also needed in order

Johnson's one -act comedy, To -day's the
Day, and it will be given by the Birming- to avoid short-circuiting the grid -bias control. It
have been joined between the grid and the top
ham Repertory Theatre Company from the should
of the coil.
specially equipped studio at this theatre. endThe
following three readers successfully solved ProbThe revue, a Martyn Webster production, lem No. 66, and books have accordingly been foris entitled Hold That, and represents warded to them :
K. Goldsmith, 47, Sycamore Grove, Southend,
an hour in a film studio. The book and Essex.
7, Halton Street, Salford 5,
lyrics are by Michael Barringer, author of Lancs. J.H.J. Keegan,
Jones, 67, Trehorne Road, Caerau,
many scenarios, and the music by Reginald BrIdgend, Glam.

Birmingham, gives a talk on the development

of mining in the region during the past

century. Professor Moss had several years
of practical experience in Staffordshile

coalfields before coming to Birmingham
University.
Television in Italy

ENGINEERS of the E.I.A.R., the Corporation responsible for the broad.
; casting system, have installed the first
Italian television transmitting and receiving station at the Palace of Electricity,
at Turin. Broadcasts will be made on short

waves, namely, between 5 and 8 metrei;

and will consist of relays of topical events;

public performances from theatres, and
scenes from streets. A regular service will

not be started until a similar station has
been completed at Rome ; it is being built
for the transmission of sound films on 180

lines and 25 images.

CLAIM YOUR TOOL KIT
; WITHOUT FURTHER DELAY:i
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The Writer Explains

in

this

Article How Many of the Newer Circuit Arrangements Can

Be Tested by Using Old Components in Various Ways.

By BERNARD DUNN
enthusiast who does a fair amount
of- experimenting collects so much
surplus gear that there is some which tuning is carried out by means of a
difficulty in knowing how best to dispose more up-to-date dual -range tuner. It will
AYN

of it. Many of the parts could be used be seen that the wire which previously
to make up an obsolete set, but that would joined the aerial terminal to the aerial
not interest the keen experimenter in the tuning coil has been removed and another
least. The difficulty is that most of the wire taken froth the aerial terminal to
newer circuit arrangements entail the use of one end of a second coil, across which is
new components of special design and connected another .0005 mfd. tuning con-

increases selectivity, but makes the degree
of selectivity easily variable. Thus the
circuits tune most sharply when the capacity
is at a minimum, and vice versa.

In trying the band-pass system described the new and old coils (or tuners, as
the case may be) should be arranged with
their axes at right angles, or else they
should be screened from each other. If the

two coils are identical the settings of the

denser. A variable condensers will be practically
connec- the same for any particular wavelength, but
"Peace'ion
Co nci:
tion is in any case both condensers should be tuned
irf
/6/ve taken accurately and with care. The simplest
-

Dili React.. Cana':

from the way to tune to any station is first of all
" t o p"
set the capacity of the differential to
end of to
its maximum and fwd the rough tuning
each coil positions ; after that the capacity can
to the gradually be reduced and the condensers

fixed

plate"

-Tr

Conci:

Erlstrng
Cori

terminals

finely adjusted at the same time.
A.V.C. with a Spare Valve

of a difEvery experimenter wants to try autoferential matic volume control, but it is not everyone
conden- who feels prepared to buy special apparatus

ser, which may
be of any capa-

until the efficacy of the scheme has been
verified. Provided that a spare valve (of
city between practically any type) as well as two high-

.0001 and .0003
mfd. ; the centre

terminal of the

tension batteries (which need not be in new

condition) and a few odd resistances and
condensers are on hand, an excellent form

condenser (mov- of A.V.C. can be tried out by using the contf.ostinc Condenser ing
plates) is nections given in Fig. 2. The drawing shows

a simple means of converting the aerial not used. The
ceiver toe simple band-pass arrangement. arrangement
shown and dehaving characteristics in keeping with the scribed is that of " top -capacity " band-pass
modern circuit, and there are undoubtedly tuning, the differential condenser providing
many possessors of old parts who are not the small capacity coupling. This condenser
prepared to go to the expense of buying behaves like two small variable condensers
=ig.1.-This sketch shows
tuning condenser of a re -

new ones and scrapping those which are
already on hand. In this article it is hoped
to show how old parts, perhaps taken from

the lank box, can be employed with fair
success in the latest types of receivers.
It is not going to be suggested that the old
parts will give results equal to those to be
obtained by using modern ones of special
design, but they will, at least, enable the
experimenter to try out some of the
newest circuit ideas at a minimum of

that a lead is taken from the " top " end of

the detector H.F. choke to the positive

socket of the 60 -volt G.B. battery, whilst
a 50,000 ohm potentiometer is connected
between two tappings on the same battery,

its slider being joined to the grid of the
A.V.C. valve. Low tension for the A.V.C.
connected in series, with a result that the valve is taken from the common source,
actual capacity in circuit is only a few but high tension and grid bias are obtained
mierofarads. Capacity is at a maximum from the new batteries already mentioned.
when the moving plates are half in mesh It will be seen that the negative lead from
with the two sets of fixed ones, and can be the H.T. battery is taken to the filament of
reduced almost to zero by fully meshing the A.V.C. valve through a .25 megohm
the moving plates with either set of fixed resistance, and it is across this that the
ones. This method of tuning not only
A:

4.ke Halve

f-'41klf

expense.

MP!.

VM

4(141"1,24/

A Simple Band -Pass Scheme

Nearly every set built more than a
couple of years ago suffers from comparatively flat tuning, so that anything

which will give increased selectivity is to
be appreciated. A very simple, and yet
reliable, method of obtaining really sharp
tuning with practically any type of set is
shown in diagrammatic form at Fig. 1.
in that drawing it is assumed that plug-in
coils are employed in the existing set, but
it should be mentioned that the very same
idea is equally applicable to a receiver in

-<

Ohms
faa.20

k:-*Arki

0.3,

6e k

Arc

Fig.2.-A

8-2

,CC!

method of
obtaining A.V.C. by using a
spare valve for controlling C.B.
on the V.M. valve. The original
portion of the circuit is shown
in broken lines, the new parts being in full lines.

000 Ohms_

Halve

--/-zAera

`N.1-

-

6-0,,

A.V.C. voltage is
set up. Consequently, a

lead is taken from the
negative

end

of

(Continued overleaf)

this
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an ordinary power or pentode valve.

LS

This

the anode circuit of the output valve
of amplification can be tried fairly
are allowed to " leak " through the fixed system
and in a form that will prove
condenser to the anode of the ` coon- easily
reasonably effective by following the connections shown in Fig. 4. Two ordinary L.F.
HT

Hr*
4/ /a

/mid

secondaries in series in order to obtain a

Valve

Output
eConamLrear
Valve,

transformers are used, the primary windings
of these being connected in parallel pd the

Ecanormser

high step-up ratio.

X2lve

" Stopper ".resistances

of 50,000 ohms each are included in the
grid leads to the push-pull valves, but these

HT-

25a Oa°
Ohms

"I'll'

//Wd
7;,-

Hr -

2sa °cal?

z

/mid.

Fig. 3.-A good method of reducing the H.T. current consumption of. the output valve by

will not be essential if the valves have
similar characteristics and if the transformers are alike. In any case, however,

it is desirable that the valves should be
of the same types and that both transformers should have the same ratio. The
valves represented are pentodes, although

triodes can be used instead, merely by

using an additional valve as an "economizer.'
(Continued from previous page)
omizer " where they are rectified, so setting
to the grid circuit of the V.M. valve, up a difference of potential across the ends
through a 50,000 ohm decoupling resistance. of the potentiometer. As the positive side

omitting the two leads marked " H.T. + 2 "
and " 11.T.+3." For preference, the output -choke should be a special Q.P.P. one,
but it is sometimes possible to obtain
good results by using an ordinary centre -

followed more easily, the new parts and Potentiometer, it thus becomes more rpsiwiring are shown in full lines, the normal tive in respect to the filament. This is the
portion of the receiver being represented same as making the grid bias voltage
by broken lines.. The method of adjusting applied to the output valve less negative.
this A.V.C. arrangement is as follows. It will be understood
First remove both G.B. wander plugs and that the voltage detune in a weak station in the usual way ; veloped across the
next insert the plug marked " G.B.-1 " potentiometer varies
and find a position for it at which signal in proportion to the
strength is unaffected ; finally insert the signal voltages being

D.C. resistance and a high inductance. As
an alternative, a pair of plain chokes may

In order that the arrangement can be of the G.B. battery is connected to the tapped choke, provided that it has a low

second G.B. plug into a socket giving about

9 volts less than that occupied by the first
plug. If signal strength then becomes less,
adjust the potentiometer until it is brought
back to the previous level. Should it be
decided to retain the A.V.C. as a standard
fitting a switch should be included in the

be joined in series, the H.T. positive lead
being taken from their junction.

Of course

handled by the output

valve, and thus the

negative bias actually
applied becomes less
as the signal voltages
increase. Because of

this it is possible to
lead from the potentiometer to the G.B. apply a nominal G.B.
battery to prevent the latter from being voltage much greater
than that required
run down whilst the set is out of use.

by the valve when it is
fully loaded, without
H.T. Current Economizer
Another interesting use for a spare valve running the risk of inis represented by the arrangement shown in troducing distortion.
Fig. 3. In this case the valve acts as an The connections are
H.T. economy device by reducing the self-explanatory, and
current consumption of the output valve, it need only be added Fig. 5-Automatic grid bias ,:an be provided in the manner shown
which may be either a triode or a pentode. that the negatiVe
above by making use of an old potentiometer.
The valve now acts as a half -wave rectifier grid -bias wander plug
and therefore the grid and anode may be should be inserted in a socket providing any form of output choke would be unjoined together. The two are then con- about twice the voltage previously necessary if a loud -speaker of the special
nected to the anode of the output valve employed, after which the potentiometer Q.P.P. type were to be used with
through a 1 or 2 mfd. condenser, a 250,000 should be adjusted to a position at which the set.
In using the improvised Q.P.P. amplifier
ohm potentiometer being joined between there is no distortion on either weak or loud
the anode and filament of the valve. If signals. A certain amount of initial experi- the G.B. voltage to the last two valves
two L.F. valves are employed in the set ment might be called for in order to find should be increased to about twice the value

it will be necessary to use a second G.B. the most suitable voltage, but once that
battery, but if there is only one the original has been done the " economy " device is
perfectly self battery may be used, and the
compensating.
connections to it altered as
Try it !
The principle upon
shown.
which the scheme works is fairly

Q.P.P. with Old

simple and is that some of the
.lgnal

currents appearing

Transformers

in

Quiescent pushpull amplification

Lt."
77areformers

normally required by the valves. It

(Continued on page 803)

2,, ,
77 C

is not used very

Class B is

1'41°
11100711.,

cheaper and
equally effective, but

output

than
can be

syqem of

Q.P.P.

amplification- in

which

two

1tiT
Pi,

TV"

to the fact that

ordinary L.F. 1ransform2rs

u

widely now, due

it gives
a much
greater

obtain-

are used in the input circuit. ed from

is

also desirable that the preceding (detector)
valve 'should be of comparatively low
impedance ; one of the " detector " or
" L.F." type will fill the bill.

Fig.6.- A plug-in

o'

.00cv-000s.M14.
coil of from I,C00
Pre See
to 2,0t0 turns can
often be used in
series with a pre-set condenser as a pick-un scratch filter.
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04, LUCERNE WAVE PLAN
ia CONSEQUENCES
In this

Article, Mr. J. Godchaux Abrahams

Discusses the New Wavelengths and
Their Effect. Upon Your Particular Receiver.

(c) 200-600 metres (1,500-500 kilocycles). next, there is nothing to prevent your
Of these (a) and (c) may be said to be telephoning to him ; all that has happened
THE alleged revolutionary upheaval mainly reserved to broadcasting stations, is that his calling number has changed
of the broadcasting world due to but (b) is merely " lent " for the purpose and you will require a new telephone list
the coming into force of the new on the understanding that the use of it by' your instrument.
Lucerne Wave Plan on January 15th may be withdrawn if it is found that any
But what about shared waves ? Well,
appears to have aroused some anxiety interference is caused to other services.
here we are not so well off because, to use
The reason for which exclusive channels the same illustration, Mr. Brown and Mr.
in the, minds of many listeners. From
the letters we have received on the subject for all stations has not been found possible Smith may be living in the same house and
it would seem that many readers are is attributable to the fact that if mutual now possess the same telephone number.
labouring under the impression that the interference between two neighbouring In reality, in the case of shared channels,
game of " general post," played by the stations is to be avoided, a definite separa- although a clean transmission may be
European transmitters on that date, is tion of at least nine kilocycles must exist secured locally, it is unlikely that a listener
likely to cause considerable inconvenience, between their respective transmissions. at a distance will be able to receive the
inasmuch as such a change in channels will It is, consequently, this necessary separa- transmission without interference.
necessitate a complete re -dialling and will tion which has restricted the number of
If you happen to be living at a point
render the present condenser scales obsolete.

available wavelengths throughout the three

Let it here be said that however drastic wave -bands and which, for the same reason,
the re -allocation of wavelengths appears has compelled the authorities to create
at first sight, the practical result of the four different classes of channels. These
allotment of new channels to the individual are (1) exclusive, (2) shared, (3) national
stations will not affect listeners to any common and (4) international common.
appreciable degree. As will be explained -Let me make this clear. In the first case
later, the actual adoption of the new wave we have, without doubt, a channel coveted
plan will only restrict the number of by all, namely, an exclusive one to the
broadcasts available

to

the

energetic

situated half -way between the two stations

and your receiver is capable of capturing

signals from both, it is evident that the

jumble of sounds originating from different

programmes will be an unpleasant one.
Such a contingency, however, so far as is

possible, is warded off, as already stated, by

allocating the channel to two transmitters
at a great distance from each other. As an
station to which it has been allocated ; example let me cite Limoges (France) and
in the second we find a wavelength which Dniepropetrovsk (U.S.S.R.), both ordered
must be shared with some other trans- to work on 328.6 metres. As there is little
mitter. In this instance the geographical chance of your hearing the latter in the
position plays an important part ; where British Isles, there is a good possibility
such a split channel has been allocated the that the French concerts through the former

knob-twiddler; it means that such advertised features as " logs of eighty and one
hundred stations " may become a thing of
the past. The number of transmissions
receivable may be curtailed, it is true, but
on the other hand the placing of the trans- choice has fallen on two stations at the will still be picked up fairly free froth intermitters in the wave -band having been greatest distance possible from each other. ference. Most of the trouble which might
carried out in a more judicious manner, The disadvantage of this arrangement as have arisen through the sharing of channels
the relatively fewer programmes tuned in against the exclusive wavelength will be has also been obviated by limiting, in either
will be less marred by interference and thus
a greater proportion of worth -while broad-

casts should be available to the ordinary

listener.
How the Stations are Divided tip

seen later. The national and international or both cases, the power of the transcommon waves are self explanatory ; the missions.
former are channels reserved to one
country for a number of stations, and on Allocating the Power
which a programme may be simultaneously
The new wave plan, however, had many
broadcast-it will be mainly used for relays snags to contend with, one of the most

To understand the reason for which a -the latter represents a channel allotted troublesome lying in the power to be used
lesser number of stations will be capture - to a number of different countries and, as by transmitters already under construction.
able, it is necessary that some explanation may be realised, can only be used for low The limitation of energy permissible in
should be given of the new Lucerne Plan. power stations in view of the fact that they the different wave -bands in respect of the
It must be borne in mind that at present may be operating at the same time, and
wavelengths have had to be found for over will be broadcasting individual entertaintwo hundred and thirty different European ments.
stations, and this number is still likely to
grow. Do not forget that in addition to How the Listener is Affected
providing a " place in the sun " for the
Now, before going into the question of
broadcasting studios, clear channels must power, let us see in what way this new
exist for wireless transmitters connected plan can affect the listener. If we consider
with such vital services as shipping, com- the exclusive channels nothing much has
merce,

meteorology

(weather forecasts,
storm warnings, etc.), fog beacons, and for

happened as, whether we tune in Rome on
420.8 metres as against its present position
the police, military and naval authorities on 441 metres, we are not affected in any
of the various States. For this reason the way. We may change the exclusive
band which can be allocated for the use of channels all round with the sole result that

wireless education and entertainment is
strictly limited, and its boundaries are
well defined. To place, therefore, over
two hundred and thirty stations, it has

been necessary to create one hundred and
thirty separate channels 'comprised in
three different bands, namely, (a) 1,0002,000

metres (300-150 kilocycles), (b)
600-1,000 metres (500-300 kilocycles), and

various classes of waves could not be
enforced without exceptions, a matter
which increased the difficulty of compiling

the plan. Roughly speaking, the power

allowed to the stations is as follows : For

those working on wavelengths between

1,000 and 1,980 metres, up to 150 kilowatts,

with a special dispensation granted to
already in operation, to use
500 kilowatts ; transmitters located on
channels between 272.7 and 545 metres,
100 kilowatts (Budapest, Vienna, Prague,
Moscow,

Leipzig, Paris PTT, Toulouse PTT and
Rennes-Thouries were exempt from this
in the case where dial readings are in degrees restriction); 60 kilowatts maximum if
we shall have to make a fresh list of the working between 240 and 272.7 metres and
stations. Where the dials of manufac- 30 kilowatts for waves between 200 and
turers' receivers have been made out in 240 metres. For the common waves
station sequence, most of them have taken allotted to stations in one specified country,
steps to provide their clients with new not more than 5 and 2 kilowatts, and for
readings to conform with the wave plan. international waves in the last class 200
If your neighbour, Mr. Brown, moves watts is not to be exceeded.
from No. 78 in your street to No. 20 in the

(Continued on page 784)
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An Ammeter has Many Applications in Wireless, and This Article Describes How a Simple and Efficient Instrument can be
Made at Home.
terminals and screws. The casework is
THE construction of a meter for
dimensioned, although the figures given
measuring current is not a task

are really arbitrary ones, which may .be

that is generally undertaken by
the amateur, principally. because it is
cerned,

Case

serves as a mounting for a stet
Paper Scale spindle,
on which are mounted. the,
Ali dimen- pulley and pointer.
sions are given, and the most conBeczere
venient
metal
is
mild
steel hoop,
Afez_az PI2
Tapped 28,4 but those who prefer to make a
zemAdi. ter rather better -looking job will prefer

but a hot-wire instrument can

easily be made by anyone who is accustomed to using simple tools, especially
if he has some knowledge of electricity.

A hot-wire ammeter of the kind to be
described is illustrated in Fig. 1, and it
can be seen from this that, there are very

to use a stout gauge of brass sheet.

few parts required, whilst none of these are

of an intricate or complicated nature.
How It Works

.Paststa»ce
/VIM.

tional work it will be better to describe
briefly the principle upon which the type

so

that later remarks will more easily be understood. As the name implies, a hot-wire

ammeter reads the intensity of a current

due to the heating of a length of wire.

The wire used has a (comparatively) high
resistance, being made of german silver,
nichrome or some similar alloy, and thus

as current is passed through it the wire

becomes hot, just in the same way as does
the element of an electric fire or the filament of an electric lamp. It is well known

that when a metal is heated it expands,
and it is this property which is made use
of in the hot-wiro type of meter. The
length of resistance wire in the meter is
so arranged that when it expands it is
caused to sag, due to the tension exerted
upon it by a thread attached to a spring.
In passing from the wire to the tension

spring the thread passes over a small
pulley or roller to which is attached a
pointer.
Thus, as the resistance wire
expands (and sags), the thread moves,
rotates the pulley, and so drives the
pointer over a scale, which may be
calibrated in amps or volts an required'.
Parts Required

Rather than give a specific design
entailing the use of exact parts, which
might in some case make it necessary
to employ a lathe iii their construction,
more general information will be given so
that it may be applied in utilizing small

First make the piece marked " A ",
by cutting off the. metal to length
and bending it in a vice. Next drill

Springy Bra.. the necessary holes ; three of these are
Strip

Before dealing with the actual construc-

of meter under discussion operates,

modified in accordance with the actual
component parts which are made use of.
Assuming the use of a wooden case, the
first thing to make is the " bridge " that

Wooden

considered to be outside his scope. This
might be true so far as instruments of the
moving -coil or moving -iron type are con-

about tin. diameter, the third being
drilled 5/32in. and tapped out with a
3/16in. Whitworth tap. After that the
Fig. l.-Sketch of the finished hot-wire meter piece marked " B " can be cut to length
described: dimensions are only approximate.
and suitably drilled, using a din. hit. It'
is essential that the holes in " A "
C
should register exactly with those of
gru.6
" B," and this can be ensured by uSing
Screw
the former part as a template. The
final task in connection with the spindle mounting " bridge " consists of making a .
small indentation with a centre punch -in
the centre of the piece marked " B " and

Connecting Strip

also in the centre of the 3116in. grub screw
marked " C." Here again accuracy is an
important feature, so great care should be'
taken that the two punch marks are directly
opposite to each other. This can be ensured

Centre

Punch
Mark.
is

Tension 5pririci

Steel Spindle
A
A

by first making a pointed screw to fit in
place of " C," mounting " A" and " B "
on a flat piece of wood and tightening down

the screw until its point makes a mark on
" B " ; this mark will then indicate exactly
where the point of the centre punch should
be placed. Another way is to use the

ordinary screw, turn this down until it
end touches plate " B," and then carefully scribe round it, afterwards finding
the centre of the small circle.
The Spindle and Pointer

The small spindle can next be made
from a short length of steel wire. Both
Wooden. Pulley
ends are pointed,' and the points can be
formed most satisfactorily in a lathe, but
failing that, they can be made with a file,
Fig. 2.-The above sketches give all conor on a small grindstone or emery wheel.
structional details for the more important
parts, as well as odds and ends, that might
The points should be really hard, and,
parts
of
the
meter
described.
The
principal
parts
are
be on hand.
therefore, if the wire has been filed or
shown in Fig. 2, and in that illustration
ground, it will be best to harden them
it is assumed that the reader will have
by heating the wire to redness, allowir
facilities for turning up in a lathe the
it to cool to the point at which it is just
it
wooden case. Failing such facilities,
changing from yellow to blue and then
will be found quite possible to employ a
plunging it in water. A small pulley
rigid cardboard or paxolin tube mounmust next be made to fit tightly on to
Yet
anted on a wooden baseboard.
the spindle, and this can be done most
a
short
to
use
other alternative is
easily in a lathe. On the other hand,
length of metal cylinder attached to a
a suitable pulley might he found in the
baseboard, but in that case insulating Fig. 4.-This sketch shows how the paper scale is junk box, whilst failing that, it can be
washers must be provided for all the
calibrated in fractions of an ampere.
(Continued on page 784)
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POLAR FOR SOUND DESIGN

How interesting Movies can be Taken with Models.

This

POLAR

This model looks like " the real thing " in a home cine film.

STAR MINOR 3 GANG

Studio pictures, whether " stills " or " movies," go on
through winter, undeterred by the short days and poor
natural light. But you do not need to be a professional
to take good indoor shots. It is quite sufficient to use the
ordinary lights of the room, together with an inexpensive
lamp in a good reflector. One of the simplest forms of
indoor photography is the " table -top " picture. Model

CONDENSER

WITH HORIZONTAL DRIVE

SPECIFIED for the

railway engines and accessories in these days are built with
careful regard to detail, therefore a good imitation of the
real thing can quite easily be made up and an interesting
movie table -top film can then be taken. Amateur photographers are given still more scope for ingenuity in movie
table -top

NUCLEON

pictures which have an increasingly popular
future.

Other Features.

CLASS B FOUR

A HOME-MADE TALKIE APPARATUS
FOR TWELVE SHILLINGS
AND EIGHTPENCE

As illustrated above, with frame made of cadmium
Trimmers operated from top.
plated steel.
Sections matched within per cent. or 1 mmfd.
(whichever is the greater).
Supplied with moulded
COMPLETE

How a reader solved the cost problem.

SECRETS OF TITLING

escutcheon. Calibrated in
wavelengths and 0-100°.

By the Editor.

3 x .0005

THE JANUARY

Condenser only -18/9

Ott M 0itr

. .

POLAR "PRESET"

A reliable and efficient

condenser, built in brown
moulded case, fitted with
nickel plated terminals.

.0003

Geo. Newnes, Ltd.

-

-

1!6

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD.

EVERYWHERE

Obtainable at all Newsagents, Bookstalls and Dealers. or post 11.4
(Subscription
rates: Inland and Abroad, 716 per annum. Canada, 7/- per annum, from Geo. Newnes,
Ltd., 8-1I, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

2416

Also Specified

HOMETAIrVe.r.

NOW ON SALE

AS SHOWN

SEND FOR THE

NEW

POLAR

188/139,

STRAND, LONDON,

W.C.2.

Works: OLD SWAN, LIVERPOOL.
'Phone: Temple Bar 2244.

CATALOGUE
(2 133 5
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Coh.hra.t0ct Ampmeter

Amprneter To Be
CaZze5raeecr

/0

7

Ohms

Rheas/alFig.

5.-This

dia-

gram

the
shows
connec tions necessary

when calibrating the hot-wire ammeter.

Assembling the Parts

be mentioned that it is always best to make

In assembling the meter the meter so that the full-scale deflection
the terminals and zero is only slightly greater than the value of
adjuster should first be current to be measured most frequently.
fitted. After that, a screw By following this rule the most accurate
should be attached to the results will be obtained, since it is obvious
inside of the case diametri- that more correct readings are to be
cally opposite to the adjus- obtained on the " open " part of the scale.
The instrument described can be used
ting screw. One end of a
length of resistance wire as a voltmeter for reading up to 10 volts
should then be soldered or so, if the resistance wire is of about
to the screw, a small glass bead slipped 32 gauge. In that case it can be calibrated
over the end, and the wire then with fair accuracy by connecting it in
pulled fairly tight and soldered to the flat parallel with a high -resistance voltmeter
spring of the zero adjuster. Now mount which is known to give true readings.
the pieces " A " and " B," attach the end
of a length of thin thread or silk to the
THE LUCERNE WAVE PLAN
tension spring, wind this once round the
(Continued from page 781)
pulley, and fit the spindle in place so that
it can rotate easily in the centre -punch
In
addition,
stipulations were made as
indentations. Finally, the thread should regards direction
of aerials and also in some
be pulled tight and tied to the bead. Now instances transmitters
must reduce their
set the pointer to a zero (left-hand) position,

after sunset. As you will see, many
when the meter will be ready for calibra- power
have been considered and much
tion. Before this can be carried out a points
been done with a view to making the
scale, consisting of a strip of paper glued has
built up by winding a narrow strip of thin on to a thin strip of wood, must be made as plan the best possible in the circumstances;
paper round and round thee spindle, ap- shown in Fig. 3. This should be fitted it would be a great pity if in practice its
plying thin glue while winding.
inside the case by means of two screws results fell far short of its theoretical
ed for next. which can easily be removed again later on. possibilities.
The tension spring is call ed
The British listener who is content to
A suitable shape is indicated in Fig 2,
limit his wireless entertainments to those
although the exact form is by no means Calibration
For calibration purposes the meter should provided by the B.B.C. stations has no
important provided that it maintains a
(rather weak) steady tension on the thread. A be connected up in series with an am- cause for complaint ; the B.B.C. authorities
short length of 24 -gauge spring -steel wire meter (any type) of known accuracy, a have successfully fought out his case and,
is most suitable, and if this is not on hand filament rheostat of between 10 and 20 as will be seen by the channels secured, the
it can be obtained from practically any ohms, and an accumulator (see Fig. 4). majority of wavelengths are exceedingly
ironmonger. At first it will be quite hard By turning the knob of the rheostat into favourable. There is, in general, very
from page 782.)

various positions a number of current
it to shape without first annealing it by readings can be taken, and the positions
holding it in a gas flame until it becomes of the pointer corresponding to, say, .25,
red hot. Allow the wire to cool slowly, and .5, 1, 1.5, and 2 amps. can be marked off
then bend to shape with a pair of small in pencil on the blank scale. After that
round -nose pliers. The wire must then be the scale can be removed and neatly
tempered again by heating it and plunging divided up into suitable parts as shown
in water when it cools to the temperature at Fig. 4. It will be found that the

little change from those used to date.
When, however, the 150 -kilowatt station
at Droitwich is ready to take over its duties
as a National transmitter in lieu of Daventry, some further alterations will be made.

is attached to the piece we have called passing, but that they are more " crowded "
"A " by means of a short 4 B.A. bolt and nut. toward the bottom of the scale ; this is
When that has been done the spindle due to the fact that the sag of the wire is
can he fitted with a pointer made from a not proportional to the expansion, nor is
length of 22 -gauge wire. Copper wire of this the expansion proportional to the current.
gauge can be used, and it s hould first be
So far no mention has been made of the
straightened and then looped round the gauge of resistance wire needed. As a
spindle and secured with a s pot of solder. matter of fact, this depends upon the
Later it can be cut to file correct length, maximum current reading required, the
after which the end should be flattened out particular kind of wire employed, and the
to enable more accurate re adings to be size of the meter (more correctly, the length
taken.
of the wire). When using Eureka wire
and making the case to the approximate
The Zero Adjustment
dimensions shown, the wire should be,
The final step in regard to the construc- about 32 s.w.g., when a maximum reading
tional work is to fit the terminals (either of 1 amp is required, or 26 s.w.g. when the
4 B.A. or 2 B.A. can be used) to the case, instrument is to read up to 2 amps. If a
mount the length of resistance wire, and still lower maximum reading is called for,
fit the " zero adjuster." The latter name such as when measuring the aerial input
might not be quite understood, so it should current from a transmitter, 36 or 38 s.w.g.
be explained that after prolonged use the wire will prove more suitable. It might
resistance wire will become permanently
elongated, and therefore some provision /12pe '-

close down. This will permit a slight change

and springy, so that it is impossible to bend

indicated by a blue coloration.

The spring

must be made for tightening it and setting
the needle to read zero when no current is
being passed through the meter.

divisions are not proportional to the current

f?"

which is held under the head of one terminal

and arranged so that it can be moved by
means of an adjusting screw. The latter

is merely a 2 B.A. brass bolt passed through

over in channels which will prove to our
advantage.

Re -shuffling May Be Necessary
-

It is to be remembered that of the

thirty-six European States interested in

the Lucerne discussions, delegates of only
twenty-seven countries agreed to the
decisions on the day the Convention was
signed. As Finland, Luxembourg, Sweden,
Poland, Lithuania, Hungary, Holland and
Greece refused to recognise the wave plan-

at least in some of its findings-a certain
amount of re -shuffling may still take place.

As far as can be foreseen the failure of
the dissenting States will not affect the
medium broadcasting band, but there is

that much alteration
must be made in the allotment of channels
every likelihood

between 1,000 and 2,000 metres before

these countries will declare themselves
satisfied. In these circumstances, it would
appear that stations working on the

be given a thorough trial when stations

screwed to the inside of the case. If the
instead of being held by screws.

West National on the medium -waves will

" high " waves may not change over on
January 15, but until further notice
will continue in their present positions.
It is evident that the Lucerne Plan was
only compiled as a modus vivendi, and that
if it is to satisfy all interested parties, some
concessions may be needed. As it is, it
is supposed to stand good for two years,
but revisions are not !erred, and it forms
an excellent basis for negotiations. It will

The

method of complying with these requirements is straightforward enough, since it
is only necessary to attach one end of the
resistance wire to a strip of springy brass,

a strip of brass or steel tapped out and
latter were made of metal, the tapped
plate would, of course, be sweated on

The power of the London, North, West
and Scottish Regionals will be raised to
70 kilowatts and the London, North and

Fig.

3.-Showing

how the paper scale is

drawn and mounted on a strip of wood.

take up their allotted channels in January,
and as may be seen from the list
published, it should go far to alleviate the
present congested state of the ether.
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A Simply -Constructed and Highly -Efficient Four -Valve Receiver Which
Iron -Core Tuning Coils and a Class B Output Stage

Employs

scales having an accurate-

ly calibrated wavelength
scale, and these are
designed for coils having a

certain inductance

ALARGE number of readers have value which must agree
asked for a receiver which embodies

the two most recent improvements
in battery -receiver design, and also has
a wavelength calibrated dial. The great
difficulty with this type of tuning device
is that it is not always possible to obtain
an accurate indication of the exact wave-

length to which the receiver

is tuned

owing to the use of coils and condensers
f different makes, or which are not adapted

on

both

wave -bands.

Thus, in this particular
case we find that the

scale is suitable for coils

which on the medium

wave -band have an inductance of 15701 and on the
long
wave -band
an
inductance of 2000pH.

The Nucleon coils manu-

Reaction

Fig

tto7Control
Pot 'meter

C0/70/i.

1- Ne a t panel layout of the Nucleon Class B Four.

t

namely, a calibrated receiver. Station
searching is greatly facilitated when this
type of receiver is employed, as all that is

necessary is to look up the wavelength of the
desired station and to set the pointer to that

portion of the dial. If the station is within
range it will be heard, and there will be no
loss of time due to searching for a station
which is probably out of range of the receiver.
711

The Circuit

Having described the principal feature

of this circuit, and the reason for its
adoption, we may examine the remainder
of the receiver, and see in what manner

frYczvechange
Switch.

it differs from other sets which we have
described in the past. Firstly, it will be
seen from the theoretical circuit, Fig. 5,

fr2'
e

0

/44

Fig. 2.-Front of panel layout.
to one another. The condensers which are factured by Messrs. Wright and
supplied by Messrs. Wingrove and Rogers Weaire are found to have these
are designed to be fitted with full -vision precise figures, and thus it should
be possible to com-

that the tuning of the aerial circuit is
carried out by means of one coil, and this
is coupled to a second coil in the gill
circuit of the variable -mu H.F. valve,
(Continued overleaf)

bine the two components to provide

an accurately tuned
receiver. Our experi-

ments have confirmed
this point, and we are
thus able to introduce
to the reader an
easily
constructed

receiver which does
not employ an
expensive

com-

bined tuning

pack, but which
does, at the

same time,

enable him to
obtain one of

the great

advantages
of the comFig. 3.-Rear view of the

Nucleon Class B Four.

mercial

receiver,

-

Fig. 4.-Top vi -w of the Nucleon Class B Four.
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It will be seen, therefore,

loud -speaker.

that the circuit is perfectly straightforward
and possesses no frills ' or other stunts
which might render it freakish in operation.

It may thus be built up in the certain

knowledge that it will function straight
away, and no time will have to be spent in
carrying out intricate circuit balancing.
Virrs
cree

The Layout

From the photographs it will be seen
that in this instance we have departed
from the usual chassis construction. Quite
a number of readers have asked for a
-

Fig. 5.-Theoretical circuit of the Nucleon
into commission. The detector valve is
the complete arrangement forming a transformer -coupled to a valve of the small
highly -efficient band-pass tuner, giving a L.F. type, and this in turn is transformer high degree of selectivity with good signal coupled to an output valve of the Class B
strength. The combination of this type type. A tone modifier is fitted in the output
(Continued from previous page)

of tuner with a variable -mu valve thus circuit, and this supplies a moving -coil
gives one of the most efficient types of

receiver of this design, as they apparently
object to the wiring of a receiver on two
sides of a baseboard. They find that they
get confused when passing wires from one
side to another, and, although we do not

think that the majority of readers ex-

perience this difficulty, we have arranged
this receiver on the older method of con-

struction in order to cater for everyone.

It will be seen that this unfortunately

results in a rather crowded layout, many
(Continued on page 804)

H.F. amplifier which can be built for bat-

tery operation at the present day. The

H.F. valve is coupled to the detector valve
by means of a similar coil, which is provided

with a winding for reaction purposes. This

may be used to augment signal strength
and also to assist in selectivity where this
The three tuned
is found necessary.
circuits are tuned by the separate sections
of a ganged condenser as already mentioned, and trimmers are provided on this
condenser in order to balance out stray
capacities when the receiver is first put

(D.

1 DeIC

c

5a000 ono?
Ito? Calico/

Condi8etzot

Mfa'

Metal &ended

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR

Flex

THE NUCLEON CLASS B FOUR
One set Wearite Iron -Core Coils (Types
BP. 1, BP. 2 and T.G.). (Wright and

Weaire.)
One Polar Star Minor Three Gang Condenser
with Horizontal Drive. (Wingrove and
Rogers.)

One Polar Pre -Set Condenser (.0003 mfd.)
(Wingrove and Rogers.)

One 50,000 ohm Megite Potentiometer.

(Graham Farish.)
One .00015 Differential Reaction condenser.
(Graham Farish.)
Three 4 -pin valveholders and one 7 -pin.
(Graham Farish.)
One.03 mfd. Non-inductivecondenser
Three .1 mfd. Type 81
ditto
One .0002 mfd. Type 34 ditto
One .00015 mfd. Type 34 ditto
T.C.C.
One 1 mfd. Type 50
ditto
Two .01 mfd. Type 34
ditto
One 2 mfd. Type 50
ditto
One 250,000 ohm 1 watt resistance
Three 100,000 ohm.
ditto
One 30,000 ohm.
ditto
Dubilier
One 10,000 ohm.
ditto
One 1 megohm
ditto
One 3 -point On/03- Switch Type S.39.
(Bulgin.)

T.G

7

3
2

)

.0002'4
Mkt.
15.P 2.

One Type H.F.P.A. Screened H.F. Choke.
(Wearite.)
One Midget Screened H.F. Choke. (Bulgin.)
One A.F.3 L.F. Transformer. (Ferranti.)
One Hypernik Class B Driver Transformer.

P

(Lissen.)

One Metaplex Baseboard (14in. by 11 in.).

(Peto-Scott.)
One Panel (14in. by 7in.). (Peto-Scott.)
One Terminal Strip (14in. by V,in.). (PetoScott.)
One 7 -way Battery Cord. (Belling and Lee.)
Five Type B Terminals (Aerial, Aerial, Earth,
L.S.- and L.S.±). (Belling and Lee.)
Two Coils Connecting Wire, Length of
Screening Braid, Screws, etc. (Peto-Scott.)
One 220 VSG valve
One 210 DET valve Cossor
One P.215 valve ..
One 240B valve ..

One 120 -volt Lion Battery)

One 16 -volt Lion Grid
Battery
Bias /Vinces
One 2 -volt 40 amp. Accumulator. (Lissen.)
One Rola P.M.F4 Loud -speaker. (Rola.)

348

EN

Not Used
I

II 1

L. 5 .

II

11111111

1I
L. .5.

68

LT

-GB-2

G 8-1

I

II
II
E.

Note...-

I

A,

A2

M.6.- Metall/sea' Baseboatg

Fig. 6.-Complete wiring plan for the Nucleon Class B Four.
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The

NUCLEON CLASS B FOUR
is built around

I The SPECIFIED
I

NUCLEON
IRON CORE COILS

Wearite Components .

One Set Nucleon Iron -Core Coils
consisting of

BP1 12/6 BP212/6
NTC 12/6

.

One Wearite H.F.

The very heart of this most modern receiver
is its coils-Wearite Nucleon Coils. Their
amazing characteristics, giving such a high
degree of selectivity-permitting the valves

to make the most of

. .

Screened

Choke

with Pigtail

H.F.P.A. 4/ -

the initial signals,

has prompted the very design of this set.
Your coils must be WEARITE NUCLEON.
COUPON To0, MHi essrs. WRIGHT

WEAIRE Ltd.,

74gh R oad, Tnham,
otte London, N.17.

Please send me .a copy of your new booklet, No. GN2, giving full details

of your !components, together with technical data, and also Full-size
Blue Print with constructional details for building the " WEARITETEAMSTER." I enclose 3d. in stamps to coder cost and postage.
NAME

Patents

pending
31367132,
31377/32,
15746/33,

1574733.

Pending Regis-

.

tration Trade
Mark 542011.

ADDRESS
Please writein block letters

NEWNES'

PRACTICAL AND HELPFUL WIRELESS BOOKS
Will prove of the utmost value to everybody who wants to understand wireless from A to Z.

Other Titles

Latest Titles

THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR'S

86
By RALPH STRANGER. (Omnibus size)
By post, 9/A comprehensive work on wireless that everybody can understand. Specially
written for the " man in the street," and covers the whole subject of wireless
reception from A to Z. Fourth Edition. 816 pages.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

THE MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS

By F, D. CAMM (Editor of "Practical Wireless"), 2nd Edition.

Written in plain language by one of the most accomplished designers and
writers on wireless construction. The whole subject is fully covered, and
the volume is remarkable for the number of practical illustrations it contains,
there are hundreds of circuits, wiring diagrams and layouts. Wireless terms
and definitions are clearly explained. No matter in which branch of radio
you are interested, you will find everything adequately dealt with here.

5'-; By Post 5'6
THE ELEMENTS OF WIRELESS

By post 310
The Author starts with elementary principles, covers the whole field of
wireless reception, both from the theoretic41 and practical points of view,

and finishes with a complete survey of a four -valve wireless receiver, explaining

its working from the aerial terminal to the loud -speaker.

2/6
FIFTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS
By post, 2,10
By F. J. CAMM (Editor " Practical Wireless")
This handbook contains even- modern circuit, complete with instructions
for assembling, component values, and notes on operation.

DICTIONARY OF WIRELESS TERMS

216

By post, 2/10

The author, who is master of lucidity, has produced in his " Wireless

Dictionary " a valuable and fully -explained synopsis of technical terms that
everybody can understand. An indispensable boon to every wireless enthusiast
whd reads technical books and Journals.

WIRELESS, THE MODERN MAGIC CARPET
By RALPH STRANGER. jnfth Edition)

3/6
By post, 3/10

Wireless simply explained at the beginning and seriously treated at the end.
36

By RALPH STRANGER.

By RALPH STRANGER.

5 -

By RALPH STRANGER.
By post, 5-4
This book is essential for the wireless amateur who desires to gain a fuller
knowledge of his subject. Written by one who has the gift of explaining
abstruse subjects in a simple fashion. fully illustrated.

FINDING FOREIGN STATIONS
36
By R. W. HALLOWS. (Long Distance Wireless Secrets)
rBy post, 3/10
A book which will be eagerly welcomed by all wireless enthusiasts. It will
solve your difficulties and enable you to, obtain the best possible results of
which your set is capable.

WIRELESS STEP BY STEP

2/6
By " DICTROX." (Tenth Edition)]
Br post, 2,10
A bock which shows the wireless enthusiast how to obtain the maximum
enjoyment from his wireless set.

RADIO PLAYS

2/6
By L. DU GARDE PEACH
By post, 2/10
Millions of wireless listeners who have been thrilled by such plays as " The
Path of Glory," and " The Mary Celeste " can now read them in book form,
Mr. du Garde Peach has written some of the most successful plays ever broadcast.

Obtainable at all Booksellers, or by post from GEORGE NEWNES. LTD.,

8-11, Southampton Street,

Strand. London.

W.C.2

Geo. Faroe.,,, Ltd
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F you could

the

see

consummate care with

which Colvern Coils are

SPECIALISE

COLVERN

COILS

IN

made,

if you knew the

amount of scientific research that has gone-and is going-into the making of them, you would
realise why Colvern are the most accurate coils ever made ... why practically
every expert chooses them. Every coil is thoroughly tested and guaranteed.
Write to -day for Radio List No. 12, telling you all about Ferrocart.

nice, Hans' lioat.

Jig e under licence from th

COLVERN

Ferrocart'

London Wholesale Dept.: 150,

COLVERN LTD., ROMFORD, ESSEX.

King's Cross Road, W.C.1.

NEWNES' FILMCRAFT SERIES
TWO IMPORTANT NEW BOOKS

thing for making
properly
a
matched " Class
B" Adaptor, i.e.,
"Class B" Valve,

THE 362 " CLASS B "I

Input and Out-

combination of an ACCURATELY
MATCHED " Class B " Unit and a

UNIT & SPEAKER
particularly neat and compact

7.pinValveholder,

A.

put Transformers,
with full instructions.

high-class Permanent Magnet Moving

28'6

POST FREE

These textbooks will prove of the greatest service not only to
all home -movie makers but to every student of the cine art.
It is not necessary to be a practical cinematographer to read
and enjoy them-they are brilliantly written and should find
a place on the bookshelf of every man and woman who desires
to keep up to date in matters pertaining to this great modern art.

Supplied COMPLETE WITH :362
Only 4 wires to connect and
your Battery Set is converted to " Class B " ampliCoil Speaker.

"CLASS B " VALVE.

fication, giving enormously increased volume and rich

tone at NEGLIGIBLE USE OP H.T. CURRENT.
The equal of many Speaker -Units costing twice as
much.

Sent post free direct from the makers if

unobtainable locally.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

FILMCRAFT

Complete with

" Class B" valve.

50'

POST FREE

Cash with order. Cheques and P.O.'s must be crossed and made payable to:IfliE 362 RADIO VALVE Co., Ltd. (Dept. W.), Stoneham Road, London, E.5.

Read this

By ADRIAN BRUNEL
An outline of the technique of film production intended primarily
as a guide for amateur film enthusiasts. Every step from the
choice of a subject to the final cutting and editing of the film is
clearly explained, while the value of the book is enhanced by a
series of appendices written by other well-known experts.
The " Daily Mail" says: " I am happy to be able. to recommend A
. Filmy ra ft'

..

QUALITY
Produces

EFFICIENCY
TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH

The original BECOL ebonite low loss formers are thoroughly
reliable. They arc used in all parts of the world. Look for
the BECOL trade mark. Ask your dealer. If unable to
supply write direct. SEND NOW, enclosing 6d. (post free)
for third edition up-to-date handbook of tuning coils for DUAL
RANGE, BAND-PASS, and SUPER -HET. circuits. Fully
illustrated with data. A very interesting handbook.
RODS, SHEET. TUBES. PANELS

The BRITISH EBONITE Co., Ltd.,
Hanwell, London, W.7.

This is an admirable text -book, writ ten with sound i

common sense and a grand sense of humour."

FILM TECHNIQUE
By PUDOVKIN

Pudovkin ranks with the greatest Directors of the Cinema and
the influence of his pioneer work is found in every modern film.
This new edition of his classic work on Film technique is of immense

value not only to amateur and professional cinematographers but
also to students of the cinema as an art.

-

.

The "Evening Standard" says: , . . " his theories are stimulating to
anyone who takes an interest in the artistic future of the talkies...

316 each ; by post

-:

3/10 each

GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED
8-11

Southampton

Street,

Strand,

London,

W.C.2.
Yewees, Ltd.

I
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Using Bell System for Speaker Connections

IN these days of " a Speaker in Every
Room " the following is an easy way
of leading the set's output through the
house for those who possess the usual
house bell system. The latter is usually
fairly well insulated, has a low resistance,
and is not earthed. Transformer or

choke output is necessary in the set, the
usual speaker connection being shown
at " A." The
positive lead is
taken to

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
/

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE.
LESS " must have originated some little 1
dodge which would interest other readers. j
Why not pass it on to us ? We pay Xl-10-0
/ for the best wrinkle submitted, and for every j
j other item published on this page we will pay
half -a -guinea. Turn that idea of yours to j
j account by sending it in to us addressed I
to the Editor, " PRACTICAL WIRELESS," j
George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton
j

I

Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and
address on every item.

Please note that every

notion sent in must be original. Mark j
j envelopes "Radio Wrinkles." Do NOT /

any

enclose Queries with your Wrinkle.

convenient

ii

fo. heMileM11.0.11.111.

point on the bell
system. ' If con- door bells for outside use if required. A

nected at a

when listening on long waves, can be made
from an H.F. transformer of the oldfashioned plug-in type. The transformer

must be one intended for medium -wave

reception and only one of its windings

(either_
the primary or
secondary) is

A

simple

anti 6 re akthrough
choke.

actin

made. use
of.
The
method of

connecting t he

useful point is found in the fact that/when " choke."
" push " it is the bell rings a loud buzz is heard on the is shown in an
worth trying the speaker.-S. R. Rirsitsnoox (Glasgow).
accompanying
sketch, from
NT
14/1th Choke Output

Wiring diagrams showing how
a bell system may be used for
speaker extensions.

Push

,

I

`rsi

which it can be

seen that it is

inserted

be-

tween the

I

effect of connecting to alternative sides of the contacts.
Hone lead from the speaker

Lead FrOM

Set

1

rir

aerial terminal
and the corresponding terminal on the first tuning

coil. In order to put the " choke " out of

4 1 rk

circuit when reception is being carried out
on the lower waveband, an ordinary two -

is now connected
other point in the system,
and the other lead connec-

point oil -off switch is connected in parallel

with it. For those who do hot happen to

T

ted to earth (usually a'

have a suitable transforiner 011 hand it

convenient gas pipe) repro-

duction will be obtained
with very little loss of signal strength. Safe H.T. Connections
THOSE amateurs who use accumulators
Alternative connections should also be
for H.T. (and some battery users)
tried when tapping off at a " push." This

might be mentioned that theSe coniponents

can often be picked up for a penny or so
from " junk " stores dealing in obSolete
wireless apparatus. The pins on the base

arranged in the same order as those on
latter point is more important when using usually keep them in a cupboard, bringing are
valve, the " filament " pins being cona bell system run from a mains transformer, the wires through a bole in the top, and anected
the primary winding. and the
as in some cases' slight mains hum " is taking theni either direct to the set, or. to "grid "to
" anode " pins taking the
picked up on one side of the wiring. For a terminal board. Both methods have secondaryand
In using the transconvenience two pin plugs can be arranged objections, the former owing to the fact former forconnections.
the purpose mentioned above
Alongside the bell pushes, one wire connected that the leads may short when disconnected,
may be soldered to the pins or a neater
to wiring, the other being earthed. A and the latter that in the event of any wires
can be made by fitting the component
fine wire led down the wall and covered by metallic object falling on the terminals, job
a narrow strip of paper to match has been either the front or the back, the results will into an ordinary valve holder. There

used in my case, and is almost invisible. again not be advantageous to the battery.
The terminal board illustrated will be
Connection may also be taken from the
found to be absolutely fool -proof in
spite of its simplicity. The terminals
should be of the completely insulated
type, and they are mounted on a strip

should be no necessity to screen the choke,

although it may be found worth while tO
vary its position in relation to other
unscreened coils, etc.

(Continued overleaf)

of ebonite or wood, the edges of which
are chamfered at 45 degs. This fits into
the corner formed between the top of the

cupboard and the wall, and is held in
place by two screws driven diagonally
into the corner. The leads are taken
through a hole drilled as near as possible

to the corner, thus the connections at
t ie back of the terminals are totally

'1111C'il."r--

enclosed, and the lettering on the terminal tops is easily read. For quick con-

.....---,---';1;

1 ill -Pi 11111111111'.-.'
,..

.:,. -

t.-

A method of

br r tinging
safe battery
connections.

nections insulated plugs and sockets

ail, 749
1 a/"

- ..

..... - ......... ..

..z.!;.,..

.,

..
Cupboa , ,..0,-4p,

.0

%Akxk%

4

could be used, but whichever method

is adopted the result is a neat and
fool -proof terminal board.-E. L.
PARKEt (London, S.E.15).

A Cheap Anti-Breakthyough Choke
AN excellent anti -breakthrough

choke, which will effectively
prevent medium -wave interference

Details or making emergency coil screens
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Any black material can then be cut toA Useful Indicator Light.
fit the design required, thin ebonite or THOSE amateurs who used drum -drive
for tuning, and who have fairly
bakelite can be used, or a black " cellu-

READERS' WRINKLES
kContinued from previous page)

loid " material known as xylonite, and
obtainable commercially, will be found
very suitable. Any of the well-known
adhesives can be used, but if the black

l'?ve.acoct AgPettex:y

.457' Abneermy.

deep escutcheons, will probably find that
the latter project some little way through
the panel. If a narrow slot is cut in the

top part and a bulb fitted, as shown in

the sketch, the light will shine through the
that is to be stuck should be roughened slot on to the dial, serving the double
with sand -paper. The edges of the fret should purpose of illuminating the dial and
be sand -papered quite smooth, and then indicating that the set is switched on. The
given a coat of black. Failing any alternative, slot can be made by drilling a few small
two coats of India ink will be found very holes in a line and then filing them into the
material is polished on both sides, the side

suitable. The drawing shows a presentable
cabinet with a fret made on these lines.

slot.

If a bulb of the .06 amp. rating is

used the increased current consumption is
practically negligible, being much less

than that of a single valve.-E, PARRER

flood *neer

Aikkkierrt Cc-abinelOW .4 Frei -Designed
On rheirnesSuccestect

Black Material ftack
In Positron

How to inlay cabinet fronts.
Emergency Coil Screens

WHEN experimenting with a set the
constructor often wishes to try the

A Simple Microphone Made from a Tele- (London, S.E.15).
phone Earpiece
ASIMPLE and fairly effective micro- A Simple Wavetrap
AN efficient' wavetrap which gives
phone for experimental use can be
excellent results is shown in the
built into the case of an old telephone
earpiece in the manner shown in the accompanying sketch.
The selectivity is splendid and there is
accompanying sketch. First of all the
magnets and all connections must be no loss of volume ; in fact, the volume i$
greater using the unit
removed from the old
than without it. All
earpiece and then a
that is needed are two
wooden ring should be
.0003 variable condenmade to fit into the
sers, one .01 fixed concase. The ring should
denser, and a 60 -turn
be made a tight fit,
coil.
centre -tapped
and should have a hole
These components are
about lin. in its centre.
connected up as shown
A small circular tin
in the sketch.
(one of the kind, used
for samples of pills or
In practice, it will be

of screening the coils (providing
they are not " canned "), the H.F. choke,
A coil screen
or similar components.
can easily be made from copper foil, and
manicure powder is
thin cardboard or stiff paper.
A rectangular piece of cardboard should quite suitable) which is
be cut, the width being equal to the height a tight fit in the hole
effect

/amen' half of coil and its two
PlieriP757.

of the required screen, and the other should then be obtaindimension being sufficient to go round the
coil.

If the required

length will be about

three and a half times

ed, and a wire soldered
HEADPHONE CASE

ORDER OF ASSEMBLY

diameter is known, the

BRASS DISC ATTACHED

Slot Cat la Escatcheort.

WOODEN R/NG

the first half coil will
boost up or suppress
volume as desired, the

lanais. All insu-

cardboard to make a

ONE TERMINAL
CONNECTED TO CASE

L

by means of paper

clips.

condensers will trap the
station required, and
the .0003 condenser with

station remainin,g
A useful indicator light.
stationary on dial,, and
not
moving
about
as
it does when usingeothe
to it and connected
to one of the ter - wavetraps.-Wm. TUCKER (Swansea),.

TO DIAPHRAGM

A
this dimension.
piece of foil of similar
and
is
size is cut,
wrapped with the

tube. It is fastened

found that the lower

To

TIN FILLED WITH
CARBON GRANULES

EBONITE CAv

lation must then be

Easing Screws

removed from the
APOINT worth remembering when
second terminal so
driving screws into hard woods and
that it makes good plywood is that risk of turning off the beads
contact with the of small or brass screws is avoided if the
metal ease. The screw is first rubbed on a piece of grease -or

A simple microphone made from a
A circular piece of
telephone earpiece.
cardboard is cut with
four lugs. A piece of foil with a slightly metal diaphragm is used to take the soap. A clearance hole should, of course, be
larger diameter is also prepared. Cuts are second connection, and, therefore, if it drilled before the screw is driven home.
made about lin. deep towards the centre, is enamelled it should first be scraped
and it is then placed on the circle of card- bright. In the centre of the diaphragm is
board, the edge of the foil being wrapped attached a brass disc about !in. diameter
underneath. The lugs are bent down, and by tin. thick, the purpose of this being

I/

the whole is inserted in the top of the tube. to make contact with carbon granules with
A little adhesive will secure it in position, which the tin should be lightly packed. It
and a short wire joining the foil top to the will be obvious that the small tin must be
side will complete the screen.-E. L. sunk very slightly below the surface of the
PARKER, (London, S.E.15).
wooden ring to prevent its making contact
with the diaphragm. Connections are
Inlaying
taken from the terminals in the normal
MODERN cabinet design has certainly way.
Some readers might find difficulty in
kept pace with set design during

ti

recent months. A survey of the present obtaining the ring and might not have
models, both for home constructors and facilities for turning it up in a lathe ; in 0003 Affa'
those incorporating sets, possibly make such cases an equally effective one can be Boosts r
one's own set appear quite meagre.
It is not a difficult job, however, to build
a modern cabinet, and the part which seems
the most difficult is, in reality, the simplest.
I refer, of course, to inlaying. If veneered

plywood is used in the construction, it is
an easy matter to cut the top ply with a

sharp knife, guided by a straight steel
edge (a twelve -inch steel rule will answer
the purpose). The veneer can then be
" prised off, leaving a recess not quite
1-32in. deep.

built up by windng a strip of paper round
a wooden rod, applying glue whilst winding,

so as to make the finished ring reasonably
solid.

rci.cece
4/fF

50 TESTED WIRELESS
CIRCUITS

.7E44. On

Edited by F. J. CAMM
Obtainable of

all Booksellers, or by bob

2/9 from Geo. Netones, Ltd., 8-11, Soul!,
ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

77-czppc,r

216

.0003 Mkz'.

An efficient type of ward: ap
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ic

to one side of the motor, which has to

PUBLISHED MONTHLY:
Presented Free

-

with

drive the disc --at its speed of 750 revolutions

"Practical Wireless."

per minute, a tapped fixed resistance R.

and a variable resistance R1 being included

for the dual purpose of cutting down the
volts to the value required for. driving the

flISIOn
THE " Portovisor " provides a satisfactory reply to those critics who

motor and also to control the speed.
The lower part of the diagram illustrates

THE " PORTOVISOR "

say that television is expensive, and
will, I hope, encourage all " waverers " to By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE,
make a start straight away.
Wh:Sch., B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
First of all, as will be gathered from the
accompanying illustrations, the machine is
transportable, quite unobtrusive in appear- gramme in comfort, then a lens frame
ance, and is entirely self-contained. The complete with lenses can be removed from

reader, if he so desires, can build up the the cabinet, where it is housed for condesign in stages, and the results obtained venience, and placed in front of the aperture.
As far as the complete design is concerned
from the " Portovisor " will undoubtedly
come as a revelation to those who have not it is suitable only for those readers with
looked in before. The cost involved is only A.C. mains, and after being plugged into

a mains eliminator whose function is to
supply the polarizing current required to
render the neon lamp incandescent, and
also to pass through the synchronizing
coils. As a measure of protection to the

eliminator a pair of one amp. fuses F2 and Fa

are included, it being noted that these are
not in the motor circuit. A dual wound.

secondary winding on the mains trans-

former T2 feeds the rectifying valve VI, and,

after passing another protective fuse F1
(150 mA), the usual smoothing equipment
consisting of a low -frequency choke (L.F.C.)
and reservoir condensers Cl and C2 complete

the eliminator section.
Across A and B, therefore, we have our
H.T. supply, and to this is joined the neon
lamp (flat plate type), pair of synchronizing

coils (this being part of the motor equipment as supplied, having the thirty -toothed

cogwheel mounted on the motor shaft as

shown diagrammatically), and the secondary
winding of the transformer T1. This

transformer is of the one-to-one ratio type,

and serves the purpose of passing on the
television signals from, the radio receiver
so that the intensity of glow of the neon
lamp will respond to the fluctuations, and
so produce the television image when

Synchroniser
Or 4

Fig. 1.-The theoretical circuit
employed in the" Portovisor."

a few pounds, and, provided the complete
instructions are followed carefully, nothing

scanned by the disc. The two input
terminals join to the nominal loud -speaker
output terminals of the set, the extra

the house electricity supply is joined to the terminal being linked to the earth point of
radio receiver by three wires only. Surely the receiver.
that is reducing ." trouble " to a minimum,
Flexible Design

Old Screeo'Heaeis

can go wrong or in any way upset anticipated
performance.

The description just furnished covers

KDisc

the complete design but actually the

instrument is quite flexible in character.
The motor is of the universal type, and
in consequence runs equally well on both
A.C. and D.C. supplies. The reader who
has a direct current supply, therefore, has
best to the carrying out of any individual
merely to omit the eliminator section and
experiments by the constructor as far as and a reference to the theoretical diagram join
his mains across the points A and B
his radio receiving set is concerned. He of Fig. 1 will show how it is done.
(positive to A and negative to B), a variable
can watch the effects of any changes with
resistance being joined in series with the
greater ease, but when it is desired to Dissecting the Circuit
(Continued overleaf)
`.` magnify " the image so that tlnee or
First of all the A.C. mains supply passes
four people can watch the television pro -

The image as built up at the cabinet
Bas.s..reclion
aperture is true disc size, as is the case
jv-Cut Away
with all machines of this type. From Fig. 2.-How depth is saved by cutting away
experience I find this small image suited
a portion of the boss.

COMPONENTS FOR
"PORTOVISOR."
1 Output Transformer, Type OPM1C (Ferranti).
1 L.F. Choke, List No. 751 (Heayberd).
1 Television Disc (Pero -Scott).
1 Mains Transformer, for 506 B.U.
Rectifying Valve (British Radiogram).

I
I

3 Type B Terminals, Input +, Input -, and

Earth.
2 Terminal Mounts (Belling -Lee).
2 4-mfd. T.C.C. Condensers, Type 87 (T.C.C.)
1 .1-mfd. Condenser, Type 65 (T.C.C.).

1 Universal Motor complete with mounting
bracket and synchronising gear (Pero -Scott).
1 150-mA. Fuse and F12 Holder (Bulgin).

1 Twin Fuse Holder, Type F11

(1

amp. fuses) (Bulgin).
1 Baseboard Valve -holder (W.B.).
2 Mervyn Lenses.
1 506 B.U. Rectifying Valve (Cossor).
Fixed Resistance, Type MR12
1
(Bulgin).

Fig. 3.-Front
view of the apparatus.

1 Special Neon Lamp and Bakelite Holder (Peto-Scott).
1
150 -ohm Variable Resistance
(50 -watt rating) (Peto-Scott).
1 6in. Extension Rod (Bulgin).
1 Portable Cabinet (Peto-Scott).
1 Baseboard with Motor Platform Fig. 4.-Rear
(Peto-Scott).
view of The
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AN EFFICIENT AND SIMPLE

Heayberd

III

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
rr

Choke

PILOT

chosen

TELEVISION KITS

TELEVISION RECEIVER

Television for the Home Constructor is now a

for

definitely established fact, and is creating
enormous interest among all sections of the
public. Once again, as in the past, PETOSCOTT are first in this new field, readily
prepared to supply the needs of Television
enthusiasts in all parts of the world. PETO-

'Porto very solidly. A piece of
wood 4Sin. square and

visor"

-

Price 32/6

COUPON NOW -----

I enclose 3d. hi stamps for 36 p. booklet showing
how I can build my own Mains Unit or Battery
Charger. and containing full details of Transformers, Chokes and Class

B

having accurately marked

Price 12/6

Heayberd also have, in their wide range, a
Transformer ideally suitable for television
work_ This is the
MODEL 803 MAINS TRANSFORMER
Output : 250+250v. 75 ma. 2+2v. 1 amp.,
and 2 2v. 5 amps.
.POST

platform screw the base
to the baseboard after
off its position front the
dimensions given in Fig. 9. Finally, add
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positive main and A so as to regulate the the top platform bins. by 41in. by Sin.
current passing to the neon lamp.
and it will be found that the structure is
Finally, if tlie reader
very rigid.
Now conies the wooden block

does not want to feed the

on which stands the neon lamp

points A and B from mains

at all, he can
connect
a

and its holder. This is 4Sin.

029

by 3in. by 2/in. Before screwing on the block by three

200 -volt battery across,

countersunk wood screws passing
right through frgrn the underside
of the baseboard, drill three

Two of these are Sin.
holes centrally displaced and
3in. and 3jin. fthiti the.bottorn

units.

holes.
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how

right

through,

pair of leads from the neon lamp
holder to make connection, while
the lower hole is for the extension

rod to the variable motor resis-

Disc

10, Finsbury St.,

drilled

tance to pass through. The
block can now be screwed in

the

place, measuring up its position
accurately according to the
dimensions furnished in Fig. 9.

neon plate is aligned with
the first and last holes.

using batteries of the super -capacity
type. This last-named course must also be

followed by those who have no mains

Changing the Motor Direction

In nearly every disc television receiver

available at all, while the motor instead of described
being a mains -driven type is replaced by
a six -volt machine and fed from
accumulators.

so

far,

the

synchronizing
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design featured in the illustrations. A complete list of
the components is included
elsewhere, every one of the
items being quite standard,
and hence readily obtainable
from the makers mentioned.
If the combined wooden
baseboard with motor plat-

it must be built up to conform
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exactly to the dimensions given
in Fig. 9. First of all there is the
main baseboard 20Sin. by 8in. by
Sin. A piece 5in. by lin. must he
cut out from the front edge in the

centre as shown to enable the disc
to run freely. Then make up the motor
platform which, of course, has to be built

`

Portovisor." how-

ever, I decided to

the globe come to us for all their Radio and
Television requirements-Sets, Kits of all
descriptions, Part Kits, Miscellaneous
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1000/0
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right to left, it became necessary
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case.
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vision to your home by convenient monthly
payments. Readers of this paper should
know that Peto-Scott were first with
Television Equipment by Mail. During 14

years of solid service and satisfaction we
have established a reputation that defies

be pulled off gently, and the motor armature
withdrawn at the same time. To reverse

competition.

74"

the motor direction we must reverse the

field winding. At the brush end of the
motor casing will be noticed two leads, one
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change their positions, then replace the
armature, brushes and end plate,
screw back the synchronizing mechan- It
ism in place and fit the cogwheel once
more to the motor shaft. The motor

now runs

counter -clockwise

when

viewed from the end remote from the
synchronizing equipment.

to spare.
First of all,
the motor

A Question of Space

and

Being anxious to reduce

the cabinet width as much as

possible, and to allow the

disc to be as close as possible

to the front aperture,.
the following steps
have to be taken.

First of all, saw off a
piece

of the motor

shaft at the disc end
so that only Sin. remains. Then take the

disc which is supplied
with a fairly long boss,

and has cheese -headed
screws holding the disc

Fig.

9.- The

wooden

base

and

motor support.

between the two flanges, and cut off a board edge.
piece of the cylindrical boss so that the Fixing dilength remaining is 11/32in. This will mensions

necessitate drilling and tapping a new grub for the feet
screw hole, but that is quite an easy matter. are given in

Now remove the cheese -headed screws Fig. 12, and
one at a time and replace with counter- these must

sunk head screws, and quite a substantial be adhered
to.
NI \1
by the sketch Fig. 2.
comes t he
neon lamp
Complete Assembly
The constructor can now make a start holder, and

on the assembly of the apparatus. The
pictorial diagram, Fig. 8, the wiring plan,
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on Easy Payments. Peto-Scott's Easy -Way
System with its strict privacy and no THIRD
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Direct Policy-will bring Radio and Tele-

The aluminium end casing of the motor
at the synchronizing gear end may then

saving in depth will be effected, as indicated

Fig. 6.-Dimensions of the

of

finished apparatus.
This is a very simple process and is carried Fig. 11, and the
accompanying
out in the following way :
C'ea/xere
Remove the synchronizing gear complete photographic illustraby withdrawing the two screws holding the t ions will assist in this
springs against the movable framework. onnection, and should
Take off the cogwheel, and then pull out be studied carefully
the brushes, after unscrewing the two caps. for there is little room

at each brush point, which are just sprung
into place. Ease off each lead and inter-
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We can now turn to the
practical side and see how
easy it is to duplicate the

and founders of PILOT AUTHOR KITS.
Our service to the British Public was introduced in 1919. Customers in all parts of

neon lamp on the
right.
With the

Now drill another Sin. hole in
the top so that it meets the top
hole. This will then allow the
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and, of course, the

three long screws on
each side as indicated.
Before adding the top

Portovisor.- The reason why Heayberd
Mains Apparatus is chosen is because it is
the most reliable on the market.
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front of the motor,
the disc at the back

Sin. thick has two side
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here again we must remove superfluous
material. With a hacksaw cut off a segment of the lamp -holder base, so that the
flat edge is flush with the circular holder

NUMEROUS

Bulgin

Products
... are ideal for use

portion. This is shown very clearly on'the
left of Fig. 12. See that the centre of the
holder, and hence the centre of the flat plate
of the neon lamp, is 8fin. from the centre of
the motor shaft. Another important point
to note is that when cutting off the segment
of the bakelite neon lamp -holder, position

the cut so that the neon lamp when in its
holder has its flat plate parallel with the
baseboard edge. Two new screw holes
must be drilled before the holder can be
held down on its wooden mount.

Next make up a

a fairly bright orange red colour, but if
the short horizontal bar behind the plate
glows instead, switch off the mains, reverse

the two connections in the bakelite lamp
holder, and matters will be rectified.
Next note that the motor is rotating the
disc in an anti -clockwise direction when
facing the disc, rand, of course, see that
the blackened side of the disc faces the
observer.

It now becomes necessary to see that the
motor, disc and neon lamp are in the correct

relative positions, so as to scan the whole

of the glowing neon lamp plate. Disconnect

the mains and temporarily remove the
crocodile clip from the tubular resistance.

small right-angled This will break the motor circuit and prethe 150 -ohm variable vent it from running. Switch on the mains

in Television appara- bracket to hold
tus, particularly these resistance R1. The position of this bracket

once more, so that the neon lamp glows,
on the baseboard is fixed automatically if and turn round the disc by hand until

switches.

the extension shaft is added, and the
Choose from this com- bracket moved forward until the shaft
prehensive range.
flange is fin. away from the front of the
List No. Type Price wooden neon lamp -holder mount.
1/3
1/6

S. 102 On -Off

S. 103 S.P.C.O.
S. 104 D. Pole
S. 80 On -Off

the first and last of the scanning holes
are positioned as in Fig. 5. The dotted rectangle represents the glowing plate, and

the first and last holes (Nos. 1 and 30) of
Next screw down in position both the the disc should be just accommodated

vertical tapped tubular resistance R.,1 and within the bottom right-hand and top
the 0.1 mfd. fixed condenser C3.
left-hand corners respectively. If this is
S. 81 S.P.C.O.
I have detailed the work up to this so, then every hole will scan a strip of the
S. 87 3 -Point
S. 88 D. Pole
2/6 point, for this completes the task of neon plate. If the lamp is a trifle too far to
3/. assembly for those who desire the simple the left or the right, then ease the screws
S. 89 D.P.C.O.
S. 98 D.P.D.T.
2/3 television
receiver alone without the gripping the lamp holder to its wooden
S. 91
1/9
Rotary
eliminator and transformer feed. In base, and adjust the lamp position until
For further details addition, those constructors using a six-yolt the condition shown in Fig. 5 is obtained.
motor to be driven from accumulators Switch off the mains, replace the crocodile
2/.

1/6
1/9
1/9

SEND FOR 80 PAGE
CATALOGUE AND
MANUAL

Enclose 2d. Postage.
A. F. BULGIN & CO. LTD.,
Dept. "N,"

Abbey Road,Barking,Essex

THE HOME BROADCASTER
A New Practical Home

Hike for Wireless Broadcast- ing at Home. A solo mike for
.band or stand in fine bakelite
case with back terminals, front
metal grille. New and 5/6
finely finished.

THE DIX-ONERETER. The

"Ideal of

multi -range, moving -

coil meters. Built to first -grade
British Engineering Standard.
50 ranges on one
meter.
Measures Microamps to 20 amps, millivolts to 1,00.0
volts, 50 ohms to megohms. Six terminals. Two
clear scales, mirror, and knife-edge pointer for
accurate reading. Complete in case, 60/-.
\,

THE D/X7HIPANTA VEST POCKET TESTER.
A wonderfully versatile moving-irmi multi -range meter
A.C. jobs. No projecting terminals.
THREE ranges of volts : 0-7.5, 0-150, 0-300. Used
for MILLIASIPS reads: 0-121 m/A., and 0-75 in/A.
In black bakelite case. Measures only 21 in. by 21 in.
for service on

Complete in ease with pair of test leads and plugs.

Leaflet " N Gives full information. 19/6.
S. G. BROWN'S BATTERY SUPERSEDER
snakes H.T. from your L.T. 2 -volt battery, rectified
and smoothed. 3 tappings. A boon to those who are
not on the mains. Reduced from £3 15s. New

and Guaranteed, 37/6.

LESDIX. CHARGERS, We have 25 models to
offer and build special types to special requirements.
Three popular sines are the AC109A for 36 cells at
£10 9s.;' the AC106 for 108 cells at £12 10s.; and

the Lesdix Super Six for 200 cells at £32 7s. 6d.
Ash for Charger Leaflet " N."
ENGINEERING. Morse Silent Chains, new, 29 ins.
long, with large and small sprockets and Chain Cases,
I H.P. rating, for motor drive, 35/, quarter price.
10 Skew drive Gear Boxes for Cinema, I to 1 H.P.,
10/-. Rubber Diaphragms, 18 ins. dia., 1/16 in. thick,
new,
2/6.
Thennofiashers, 2/6.
220 Thermo.
Hashers, 2/6.

METERS. We carry large stocks of Meters from 3/8
upwards. Switchboard Ammeters of 3 in. to 8 in.
dial of from 0 to 10 amps. to 0 to 1,000 amps., both
A.C. and D.C.

will omit the vertical tubular resistance,

and replace the 150 -ohm variable resistance
with a 6 -ohm one. Only one or two leads

A.C. mains is to carry out the complete
design, and then the remainder of the
components can be screwed to the baseboard as indicated in the wiring diagram,
Fig. 12. When this is done complete the

being made of fin. wood and having a

wiring.

this journal.

For convenience this has all been
carried out in single rubber -covered flex.
The runs of each wire are shown in Fig. 12,
and care should be taken to trace out each
lead so as not to go wrong. As far as the
output transformer is concerned, although

connecting one terminal of the variable
resistance R1 to the tapped resistance. R2

terminates in a crocodile clip to enable

alle111111111111111111111111

and if the constructor prefers he can have
it made up in any wood desired by Messrs.
Peto-Scott, Ltd., who regularly advertise in

The back is detachable,

having one hole drilled to allow the synchronizing framing shaft to pass through,
and also a rectangular section cut away
at the bottom to allow access to the three

terminals and give the mains lead free
At the front, on the right, an aperture
(midway between top and bottom) is cut
out 2 fin, wide by 3hi. deep, so that its
centre coincides with the centre of the

the correct tapping to be ascertained. Also neon lamp plate. Below this is a hole to
be sure that the mains transformer primary take the bush of the extension rod, and to
winding is joined to the proper voltage enable an easy control of the variable
tapping to correspond with the house resistance to be effected from outside. When
mains electricity rating.
the aperture and hole have been made,
slide the whole apparatus into the cabinet
A Preliminary Trial
from the back. See that the disc boss does
At this juncture it is as well to give the not touch the back of the cabinet front,
" Portovisor " a preliminary trial to ensure and then once more connect the plug to the
that both the wiring and assembly are mains socket and switch on. The disc as
free from errors. Place the neon lamp in it gathers speed will flap a little and
its holder and the disc on the motor shaft, knock against the cabinet frame slightly,
holding the latter in place by its grub but this is quite normal and as soon as
screw. Turn the disc gently by hand to see it is revolving fast it will run quite flat,
that it does not foul any of the components. and not in any way foul anything. The
Owing to its flimsy nature it tends to flap strips of light area of the neon lamp will
somewhat, but this is not harmful and when now be observed through the disc holes, and
you run up to its isochronous speed it it becomes necessary to mask off the cabinet
will whip out flat.
aperture with a blackened aluminium
Clip in the pair of one amp. fuses and the plate 134 -in. thick cut to the dimensions

List,

('ity 0191,

detachable back. Fig. 6 gives all the details,

this is a push-pull type, the centre tap points passage.
of each' winding are ignored. The lead

1.11," post free, and you will save money?

:

apparatus in its cabinet.

need be added now by these constructors, Cabinet Details
and the apparatus is complete.
The appearance of the cabinet can be
gathered from the accompanying photoCompleting the Work
graphic illustrations.
It has internal
Naturally, the best course for those with dimensions of 20f in. by 20fin. by 81in.,

single 150 milliamp. one, and insert the
rectifying valve in its holder. Tap off
the maximum resistance on R,, insert the
ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
A.C. mains plug into a convenient socket
t18, UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4 and switch on. The first thing to notice
Why not send for our Bargain Sale

clip and prepare to accommodate the

is whether the neon lamp lights up correctly.

The flat plate should glow uniformly with

shown in Fig. 7. Position this over the
aperture while the apparatus is running,
so that the hole in the mask just exposes
the glowing light area, and then attach
it to the cabinet front by four small wood
screws.

(Continued on page VI)
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EVERYTHING
RADIO -CASH

PETO-SCOTT
Peto-Scott are pioneers in Radio and Television. Our service to the British public
was introduced in 1919, and during fourteen years of solid Service and Satisfaction
we have established a reputation for Pair dealing that defies competition. Customers

System, with its strict privacy and no third -party collections, will bring radio to
your home by convenient monthly payments.
Send list for quotation : no

in all parts of the globe come to us regularly for all their radio requirements Sets, Kits of all descriptions, Part Kits, Miscellaneous Components, Speakers,

PILOT AUTHOR KITS
BRITISH RADIOPHONE -

MATCHED
PERFECTION
SEVEN
Authors Kit of first specified

KIT

IiAI1
parts including 11 Isf APLLX
baseboard, less Valves, Weetectors, Cabinet and
Speaker. Cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid, 58,5.0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 15, 3.

Easy Terms on miscellaneous components over £2.

obligation.

PILOT CLASS"B."

Exact to Specification
KITgg A so Author's Kit of

specified
^ parts includingfirstPeto-Scutt
Reatly.drilleil Panel and METAPLEX Baseboard

Send

15/3

Valves and Cabinet.

Ices

Cash or C.O.D., Carriage Paid, £81,0.

a4.=.111=,

IMINIIMASMINInIMM

KIT if Bp,

GUARANTEED

only

Balance in 11 monthly Payments of 15;3.
A=2

I KT 66 n$, As for Kill

for Kit

only

19/6

in 11

( Balance210/13,3.

!monthly pay-

-

,

Carriage Paid,

£11;14;a.Balance

Send

21 in,

p nients of1.9111,.......milz......111ityments of 21/6.
only.
pay the Postman. We pay post charges on
KIT -BITS You
all orders over 10 c. GREAT BRITAIN ONLY,
..
1
1. Peto-Scoit Meteplex Baseboard 14' x 11'
..
4
1. Peto-Scott Panel 14' a r Beady Bellied
11 1
1. Peto-Scott " Nucleon "Class " B " Four Cabinet
£1 17
..
1. Wearite set of Nucleon Iron Core Coils..
£1 4
I. Polar Star Slings 1 -gang condenser with drive ..

-ALL THE RAGE
PILOT CLASS 'IV
SPEAKER - AMPLIFIER KIT

..

I. Ferranti A.F.3 L.F. Transformer
I. Set of Specified Valves ..

Assemble this amazing Unit
yourself in less than half an

..

..

..

£1

22 5

.

volume with mains quality
from your existing battery
set. Complete Kit comprises
B.V.A. Class " B " Valve,
Peto-Scott Permanent Slag -

3

F. J. CAMM'S

BOOM

net Moving Coil Speaker,
B.R.G. Driver Transformer

SET

and Input Choke, seven -pin
Valveholder,
Peto-Scott

Described in "Practical Wireless,"
Nov. 41h, 1933.

Baffle and Baseboard Complete with Speaker
all

necessary Cash or ki.O.D.

,5/.

size Diagrams and Assembly Balance in 11 monthly
instructions.
payments of 5/-.

SUITABLE FOR ANY BATTERYSET
W.B. EQUI LOD E EXTENSION SPEAKER with

adjustable Switch, Chassis and Equilode Unit
for perfect matching.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 51/13/5.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 4/0.

a complete Class "B"Adapter, carefully balanced

Send

to give superb qualit with colossal volume. 519
Complete with Class " B " Valve.
only
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 2313/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9.
B.T.H. MINOR PICK-UP AND TONE ARM Send
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 21
416
Balance in 4 monthly payments of 4i6.
only
ATLAS C.A.25, for Mains," Class B " and Q.P.P.

Four tappings : 60/80, 50/90, 120, 150, 25 m/A.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 52/1916.
Balance in 10 monthly payments of 6/-.
PETO-SCOTT P.M. MOVING -COIL SPEAKER,

Input Transformer. For Power or Pcn Code,
complete with Transformer.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, We.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of

only

PILOT "Class B" CONVERSION KIT
Converts year present
Battery Set to " Class

B"

Amplification.
Complete a ith all
necmsary components,
including driver transformer, " Class B "
output choke, N.B.
7 -pin
B.V.A.

valve -holder,
240B valve,

wire and screm a, etc.
Full -sine Blueprint, asinstructions
sembly

and diagrams.

Cash

or C.O.D., 37/6. Bal.
Dace in 7 monthly

payments of 5/6.

As Kit
" A " but with Valves
only. Cash or C.O.D.

I3/3

SEN D
ON L Y

£8/5i0.
SEND

ONLY 15J3

Balance in 11 monthly
ments of 13/3.
payments of 15/3.
If W.B. P.111.6A Speaker required. add £111216
to Cash or C.O.D. prices, or 31- to each monthly
payment.

-SIXTY-SHILLING THREE

KIT
"A "
11 1Z
for frame work excluding valves, Cabinet and

Send

4/3
only

Cticuher. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid 52,710.

Balance in 11 monthly payment/ of 4/3.

si. ".

IKIT "C

KIT " B "

PP As Ktt A,

Including:

valves, but less Cabinet ands valves and Peto-Scott
Speaker. Cash or C.O.D.: .Speaker, and Cabinet.

PILOT

KIT
"A"
Cash or C.O.D.
or

5/- deposit, and 12

Carriage Paid,

£3 - 10 -0

monthly payments of 6,'-

Cash .1

Carriage Paid, 55E9, or 12! :or C.O.D. Carriage Paid.:
payments 6`/6i 220/418, or io monthly 9/6:
moonily
of
g a payments of
/

.....
PETO - SCOTT SCREENED

KIT "B." As Kit "A,"
details above, but Melial. :

ins 4 PETO-SCOTT
matched and tested Valves. I
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage
l'aid,
25,2/8,
or
12 I
monthly payments of 9,6.

.....

KIT "C." As Kit " A ,"
as

detailed above, but -in-

cluding

PISTO4RIOTT

4

matched and tested Valves
and Peto-Scott Consoleffin
Cabinet, as tuwtrated,
Cash or C.O.D., Carriage
Paid,
25/15/0, or 12
monthly payments of 10,6.

--.- -.-

Recommended PETO-SCOTT SPEAKER it required. add 2216

to Cash Prices, or 2/- to each monthly payment.

IMPORTANT-4=iedKIL.TI:ila:rtet'Vg"rg:

Cash, C.O.D. or H.P. on our own System of Easy Payments. Send

us a list of your wants. We will quote you by return. CAD,
orders value over 10:- sent Carnage and Post Chartee Paid.
GREAT BRITAIN ONLY.

COILSComplete Kit of Parts as Psi rid below to build the
Screened Coll as described is, !PRACTICAL Waco.
Lase, December 911,, and following Issues.

CO VERSION KIT

Kit with matched and tested
components guaranteed for

KIT "C." As Kit " A " but with
Valves and Peto-Scott Walnut
Consolette Cabinet, but leas
speaker. C.O.D. Carriage Paid

Balance in 11
monthly pay-

6/ Send

A superlative Class " B "

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 916.

Send

2f6

super -selectivity and sensitivity with outstanding mains
quality and seven times the volume of the ordinary
battery set. Single -dial tuning ; several coils ; built
on Metapiex. Comprises Variable -Mu S.G., detector,
Class " B " power -driven and Class " B " output
Complete Kit (less valves: includes detailed
valves.
"simple to build " instructions and Assembly Blueprint.

Carriage raid.

Carriage Paid, 2714/0.

only

Peto-Scott again triumphs with this up-to-the-minute
CLASS "B" Battery 4 Kit at the right price. Provides

12 months by Pete -Scott.

including !Peto-Scot' METAPLEX Chassis,

Cash or C.O.D.

only

4/ -

WITH COLVERN SCREENED COILS

but less valves, cabinet and speaker. £5.5.0

4/6

present, no matter what the circuit. Chassis
Model.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid £111010.
Balance in 7 monthly payments of 44).

YOURS FOR

Author's Kif of FIRST SPECIFIED

KIT "B."

Send

EPOCH CLASS "B" COMBINATION SPEAKER,

Paris,

Sc

R. & A. MULTEX EXTENSION SPEAKER for

Commercial or Home -Built Receivers, past or

KIT i A

PROVED
TESTED

5

hour. Gives seven times the

Wires, Screws and plug-in cau bze Paid. 40
Valve .Adapter, with fullOr Send only 6,' -

MATCHED

" A " but g!
""
" _k " but;
g with set of Specified Valves Swith set of Specified Valves :
only. CASH 011 C.O.D. If and Peto-Scott Nucleon Four,
g 'Cabinet. CASH OR C.O.D. 1
I Carriage Paid,
Send

Send for FREE BLUE PRINT of the /*MEC/EPEES
PERFECTION SEVEN, togeth, with detailed list, of

Assembly,

FOUR KIT

--NUCLEON CLASS " B " FOUR-

Send

Farts.

C.O.D. or EASY TERMS

Eliminators, and Accessories. Purchases can be made for cash, C.O.D., or on
Easy Payments. WE DEAL WITH YOU DIRECT. Peto-Scott's Easy Way

1. B.R.G. Screening Can

..

.

I. B.R.G. Former 21' long a 1' side
Spach,g Stings
1. B.B.O. Supporting Bracket

1

6

6

4. B.R.O.
1.

Peto-Scott

.

Ebonite Baseplate LTa 2', fitted with

3. Oz. of 34 gauge single cotton covered wire..
Length of Systoflex

I
I

6
0
3

5

G

.

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd., 77, City Rd., London, E.C.1
Telephone: Clerkenteell 9406/7
Were End Showrooms: 62, illgh Itolbord, team W.C.1,
Tarphone: lfolborn 3248.
Sirs:

(a) Please sendme...... -

/b) I enclose CasluDeposit...
NAME

ADDItECy

SPECIAL NOTICE. altar

onlering

instead of DRILLED, add 33i per !i'etelagi'e: "

Panels of

rr.w.

Cha"I'

ANY ITEM SUPPLIED SEPARATELY -ORDERS OVER 1 0 /- SENT C.O.D. CARRIAGE AND POST CHARGES PAID
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to the inside top of the cabinet, nearly

(Continued from page IV)

flush with the top- end. of the lens frame,
and add two clips to hold it in place with

Enlarging the Image

The television image observed through the feet resting in the U clips.
The" Portovisor " is joined to the receiver
be the true size as traced out by the disc through the pair of input terminals and earth
holes, that is approximately 2in. by lin. terminal. Join the former direct to the
For certain experimental purposes this normal loud -speaker terminal if there is
is sufficient, but on many other occasions not a 8tep down output transformer already
when it is desired to sit down and watch included in the set. If there is, join the
the programme provided by the B.B.C. ,pair of terminals to the plate of the outtransmissions; lens magnification must be put valve and MT.+ after having first
resorted to.
disconnected the set's output transformer

the rectangular hole in this mask will

7t*

Details of a simple outfit for this purpose primary.
are shown in Fig. 10. First of all obtain
Having connected the earth terminal
two lenses, one a 4in.-diameter double to an earth point on the set, switch on the
convex of 11.5in. focal length, and a second " Portovisor " five or ten minutes before
of 6in. diameter, single convex, having a the television transmission is. due to start
17in. focal length. Now make up the to allow the motor to warm up and run
wooden structure indicated in Fig. 10. steadily. Assuming the London National
IVhen the hole centre has been marked off, station which broadcasts the television
scribe off with dividers or compasses two programme has been previously tuned in
holes on one side of 3- in. and 4in. diameter on the set, then as soon as the transrespectively. On the other side two similar mission begins, some form of image,
concentric circles of Si -in. and 6in. dia- very probably distorted to start with, will be
meters respectively. Cut out the inner seen in the right-hand cabinet aperture.

circle of 32in. with a fretsaw, and then

A series of black lines will be noticed
with a spokeshave chamfer off sufficient sweeping upwards or downwards, depending
wood so that there is a bevel between the on whether the motor is running too fast or
.3 in. diameter hole at the back and the too slow, the correct speed being 750
Nin. diameter circle at the front.
The variable
revolutions per minute.
Place the large lens central with the 6in. motor resistance must be adjusted care- Fig. 10.diameter circle so that its flat face touches fully until the lines lie horizontal, it being
The lens muunt. Note the bevelled hole.
the wood, and hold it firmly in position
noted that if this does not happen, then
with three small brass clips as shown in
another tap on the tubular fixed resistance
Fig. 10. Turn the structure over anal mount
must be tried.
the smaller lens in place, that is central
When this state of affairs is reached, the
with the hole, and fix it securely with three
synchronizing equipment will come into
small clips. This can now be painted black,

action, and maintain the image steady.
If, however, the condition of synchronism
is brought about with two sections of the
image lying side by side, then increase
the motor speed slightly until the images
move slowly upwards and drift to the

and in use just stands in front of the cabinet
mask, arid in this way magnifies the image
considerably. As the cabinet has rubber

feet at the bottom, the height of the lens
centres just corresponds with that of the
aperture centre.
To house the assembly when not in use
make two U-shaped clips and fix these
to the inside of one cabinet side, on the
right facing back preferably, to accommodate the feet of the lens stand. Then
screw a short length of lin. thick wood

this go on until the double

Let

left.

picture resolves itself into a single one.
and then quickly bring back the speed
of the motor to normal again. This is
called phasing the image.
Again, it may happen that two portions

Framing,

Knob

of an image appear one vertically above
the other. To rectify this, turn slightly
the knob at the back and so " frame " the

A

8%8'

image centrally.

Scanning Disc
Fuse_

5

S'ewotherg

Choke

MOT -0R

Neon

I
I

Virr

1111

Valve

I

L.F.C.

Lamp

Hola'er.

Rectifier

a

250

1

1

Mains

W.-41
EN

0

a rroprffejDAN4

Motor Contml

iii 11
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rat

1/

-4/111a'
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0
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Note Synchrantszng Gear
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Fig. IL-Wiring diagram of the "Poriovisor."
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ESISTANCESw
In

this

Article the Author Simply Explains How the Correct Type and Value of
a Resistance for any Purpose can be Decided Upon.

WITH the evolution of new and
up-to-date circuits it appears
that resistances (or more correctly resistors) are being required in

the wire -wound component is most suit- and should be used when there is any ;
able for carrying heavy currents, partly appreciable current (more than l milliamp. I
because the wire has a higher current - or so) to be carried, and the other is. the $
carrying capacity than have carbon carbon composition type, where a 'layer a
rapidly increasing numbers. A few years compositions, and partly because the or film of carbon is traversed by a rotating 1
ago,the only resistance that one was likely heat developed can more readily be arm. For illustrations of the various $
to find in a standard type of receiver was dissipated. Moreover, this kind of resist- types of resistances Mentioned see Fig. 2.
the grid leak, but nowaaays quite an ance is " permanent " and cannot cause
ordinary three -valve battery set might crackling sounds due to its resistance Finding the Correct Value
have as many as a dozen, whilst more value -fluctuating frequently. The carbon
The first thing that the beginner I
complicated circuits (especially those for composition type, on the other hand, is requires to know about resistances is how.
mains working) frequently contain a more liable to introduce crackling sounds, the correct value for any particular
score of resistances of various patterns. due to the variable contact between the requirement can easily be determined. There is no doubt that, although many particles of conduCting material. In This brings us to the old favourite,
of the resistances are not absolutely making this statement it should be Ohm's Law, which states that the current
essential, they do improve the perform- pointed out that there are a few compo- flowing in a circuit is equal to the applied
ance of the set, in addition to simplifying sition resistances on the market which voltage divided by the circuit's resistthe operation to a considerable extent. are practically as reliable as wire -wound ance ; the three factors must be in
That is all very well for the advanced ones, especially when they have to deal amperes, volts, and ohms. As, however,
experimenter who understands the with comparatively lbw currents. Metal- it is 'generally Milliamps. 'which are dealt

function of each component, but the lized resistances are rather similar in
beginner is very apt to find himself quite their properties to composition ones, bttt
" at sea " in trying to decide upon the on the whole they are probably more
correct type and pattern for any particular reliable. The last kind of resistances,
a purpose. It is hoped to remove any such those in which a conductive film is
! difficulty by explaining the applications deposited on a porcelain or similar rod,
of each pattern, and showing how the can be classed along with metallized

with in a wireless set, it is better to
modify the law by saying that the a
current (in 'Miliaria ps.) is equal to the !'
applied voltage multiplied by a -thousand, I

and divided by the resistance in ohms. By re -arranging the expressions in the
formula we can get the equation that
resistance value can most easily be ones, since their properties are found to the voltage dropped by a resistance is
determined.

Types of Resistances

In the first place let us consider the

be very similar indeed. It would appear
that they would better be able to dissipate

equal to the

current (in milliainps.) !
multiplied by the resistance in ohms and
any heat developed, but this does not divided by a thousand. Similarly we
seem to be the case in practice.
(Continued overleaf)

I principal varieties of resistances. First,

there is the wire -wound one which is Variable Resistances
All the above reI good deal of current has to be carried, marks have actually
and - where a certain amount of self- been applied to fixed
! inductance is of no consequence. Then resistances, but most
I there is the so-called metallized resistance, of them are equally
a which usually consists of a thin " lead " applicable to variable
of metallized material running through resistances and poI the centre of a porcelain rod which has tentiometers, the only
a metal connecting caps or wires at each difference being that
! end. Another type of resistance is the there are but two
" composition " one in which the resist- general types of vari11 generally employed in positions where a

ance element conaists, of a composition

1 made principallY of finely -divided carbon,

able resistances. One
type is wire -wound,

I this being enclosed in .a bakelite, glass or
porcelain tube. Lastly there is the so-

! called spaghetti resistance in which the

element is very thin wire wound in

a helical fashion on a core of asbestos string.
This kind of component is very convenient,
since it can generally be connected

a directly to the terminals of other coin-

! ponents ; but it is somewhat fragile, due

to the very thin resistance wire which

a must be used in making it. Consequently,
it cannot. carry heavy currents, and it is

I liable to be' fractured if it is " kinked "
I or bent to a sharp angle.
Neglecting the spaghetti resistance for

a moment, it can be broadly stated that
iliM114111!1,141111.1./.041101111=0041111111111111.1.M.I.M111.000411PIRAVA

.77

Fig. 1.-The above

sketch and
circuit show the various resistances
referred to in the text.
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(Continued from page 797)"
entirely non -inductive or else it will a
can obtain the equation that the resistance create various " resonance peaks " which
I required for any circuit (in thousands of will affect tuning ; it has not to carry

to men who
want careers

IN -144-

ohms) is equal to the voltage to be
! dropped divided by the current in
I milliamps,

any D.C. current, and therefore a corn- a
patient of .the composition type is to
be preferred on every count.

R.2 and R.3 act together as a fixed

! The Wattage Rating
potentiometer, their purpose being to
Another factor which must be decided apply the correct potential to the screening
before a resistance is bought is its required grid of the first valve. Assuming that a
wattage rating. Every reader will have they had to carry no D.C. current at all
noticed that resistances are stated' as' their resistances would be in the same
being of 1, 2, 3, 4 watts, etc., and will ratio as that of the S.G. potential to the 1
! perhaps have wondered what is the ,total voltage of the H.T. battery. For
Imeaning of this. Power, in watts, is deter- . example, if the screening grid required
a mined by multiplying voltage by current 50 volts and .the battery gave 100 volts, a
! (in amps.) : thus a valve filament which the two components should be of equal I

value ; if the screening grid required $
On the other 40 volts, and the battery gave 120' volts, a
! hand, a resistance which, when passing R.2 should be half the resistance of

I takes .1 amp. at 2 volts consumes .1
multiplied by 2, or .2 watt.

a 20 milliamps., " drops " 100 volts will R.3, or one-third of the sum of the I
consume .02 (20 milliamps. expressed in resistances of R.2 and R.3. Actually, I
! amps.) multiplied by 100, or 2 watts. R.2 does carry a small D.C. current, and I
a Another way of finding the power con- this fact modifies the calculation slightly, I
sumption of a resistance is by squaring although for most purposes this can safely
! the current which it passes (in milliamps.),

..-husdaied

Sleetnny
MieMnetinc

In the sign language

of the
Broadcasting Room

-Aketalli:sed

this symbol *eons
"Announcement."

Element

4sbestosString

The I.C.S. Radio Courses cover every phase I

rceZam

)f radio work, from the requirements of the

Core
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youth who wishes to make wireless engineering

his career to the man who wants to construct
and maintain a broadcasting set for his home. I
The Radio industry is progressing with I
amazing rapidity. Only by knowing thoroughly A

the basic principles can pace be kept with it. I
Our instruction includes American broadcasting

as well as British wireless practice. It is a
modern education, covering every department
of the industry.
OUR COURSES

As:stance Elerverz i- As
Film On 1:brcelazn Rod

Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses

dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,

in particular, with their Servicing, which to -day

in

at once.

been explained are applicable to most

Without cost, or obligation, please send me Wll
COMPLETE RADIO
RADIO SERVICING
El RADIO EQUIPMENT
II RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
In WIRELESS ENGINEERING
CI WIRELESS OPERATORS

1:(

rt

Nam-.

-

.

.-.

.4 .4 .4 .4

.

Oddrets

__

resistance
ohms.

is

approximately

100,000

$

R.4 and R.11 are for the purpose of I

preventing the passage of H.F. currents, a
although they must offer little impedance
to L.F. ; values from 25,000 ohms I
upwards would serve the purpose. Both a
resistances should be non -inductive, but,

as they have to deal with alternating I
current- only, this is not any disadvantage.

R.6 is to prevent the passage of L.F.
into the reaction circuit, and may have a I
value of between 100 and 500 ohms.
R.5 is a potentiometer, the purpose of
which is to apply a variable potential to
the grid of the first valve. Theoretically a
it could have any value from about V
5 to 100,000 ohms, but if the value were I
so low as the first figure the G.B. battery
would rapidly be exhausted, whilst if it I

were so high as the latter it would not

sectionalized to indicate the form of con- chosen is either 25,000 or 50,000 ohms,
struchon.
and it does not matter very much whether

component is wire -wound or of the I
and multiplying that by the ohmic value the
composition type, although the former is
of the resistance. For example, a resist- likely
to be somewhat more reliable.
ance of 5,000 ohms which carries a current It is also desirable that R.5 should be
of 20 milliamps. must have a power rating
graded " in order that its resistance a
of .02 -squared multiplied by 5,000, or value
should change by a lesser amount a
.0004 times 5,000 which is just 2 watts.
for any given movement of the knob I
Resistances in H.T. Circuits
when the latter approaches the " posiThe simple calculations which have tive " position.

R.8 is used to couple the detector

resistances required in the high and low- valve to the L.F. transformer, and it
tension supply circuits of a wireless set, should have a resistance equal to from I

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

information about the Courses I have marked X

R.2 and P.3 so that their combined

Fig. 2.-Various types of resistances are shown provide the " nicety " of control that is
the above sketch; some of these are desirable.
Thus the value generally 1

intimately concerns every wireless dealer and
his employees. The Operating Course is vital
to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the
art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge
which enables the salesman to hold his own
with the most technical of his customers.

We will be pleased to send you details of
any or all of these subjects. Just fill in, and
post the coupon, or write in any other way,
stating which branch of Wireless interests you
-the information you require will be forwarded

be ignored. It is generally best to choose

but are of little value when deciding two to two -and -a -half times the impedance
upon the resistances called for in high - of the valve. In most cases it will have V
frequency circuits. These latter require to carry but a small D.C. current, and I
rather special consideration, and their therefore any type of half or 1 -watt a
functions will best be understood by component will serve. Where the valve I
making reference to the more or less operates on the power -grid principle, the
standard circuit arrangement for a
three -valve variable -mu H.F. detector pentode receiver such as that shown at
Fig. 1. All the resistances, both fixed

and variable, have been numbered for
easy reference. The purpose of R.1 is
a to act as a volume control by varying
a the amount of signal 'energy passed on
! to the first tuned circuit from the aerial.
a Its total resistance must be much higher
I than the (high -frequency) impedance of

current will be considerably higher, so
that in some cases a 2 -watt resistance
will be called for ; that can be decided

by making the calculation previously
described.

R.9 decouples the anode circuit of the a
detector, and at the same time reduces

the total H.T. voltage to a figure suitable
for the anode of the detector. Generally
its value will require to be between
10.000 and 50,000 ohms, but this can be
! the tuning coil, and a value of from determined by calculation, as also can the I
_ a 100,000 to 250,000 ohms is generally necessary voltage rating.

Icorrect. The resistance element must be

,...1.11.1,011111111114

(Continued on page 800)
.
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ifoltING YOUR OWN

Screened Coils
Fifth and Concluding Article of the Series, and in it the Author
Describes Some Simple Methods of Ganging Sets of the Coils Previously
Described, Besides Giving Some Useful Circuits and Other Information,
This is the

By FRANK PRESTON.

be mounted very neatly by means of
a small aluminium bracket. The sketch

IN previous articles of this series I have

will be self-explanatory, and it need only

be added that the switch should always
be mounted so that the connections to
it from terminals on the coils are as

described inlfair detail the construction

of practically every type of screened

tuning coil normally required, so that some

further information in regard to the use
of the coils described will prove useful.
Different types of single coils have been
dealt with and circuits have been given
to show how two or more of these could

short and direct as possible.
All -Wave Tuning

Coils for short waves, as well as for
the broadcast bands, have been fully
dealt with, but no information has yet
been given in regard to employing a

be employed together. The principal diffi-

culty in using a number of the coils,

combination of broadcast and short-wave
coils in an all -wave receiver. This is

however, has been that a separate wave change switch has been required for each,

certainly a combination that is rapidly
becoming more popular, and which has
been proved (by the " All -Wave Two "
and the " All -Wave Unipen," both de-

thus complicating matters to a certain
extent. Fortunately, a new switch has

lately been placed on the market by
Messrs. Wilkins and Wright (of " Utility"

scribed in PRACTICAL WIRELESS) to be
thoroughly satisfactory and efficient. The
the coils under discussion. The switch is a
flat one, occupying a minimum of space and Fig. 3.-A convenient method of mounting the fiat circuit of a two -valve detector and low wave -change switch beside a set of coils.
frequency receiver is given in Fig. 5,
having an entirely negligible self -capacity,
where the two coils employed are
and it can thus be mounted
the second to be described (illusalongside the coils without adding
trated on page 684, in Fig. 3) and
greatly to the space they occupy.
the short-wave coil described on
Thisflat switch can be obtained in
page 731. A flat switch of the
two or three different types, but the
type above referred to is used for
one whiph will be most useful in
shorting out a section of each
connection with our home-made

fame) which is an excellent adjunct to

coils is the three -pole shorting

switch. The latter can be used for

*avechanging on three ganged
coils of the type

Fig. .1

l

flat switch of the type referred to.

The

particular

component illustrated is a 3 -pole change -over switch.

coil, a separate .three-point pushpull switch being employed. for
cutting out the broadcait coil
entirely. This is a very convenient

when one of the coils is of the system of wavechanging, since the lower
kind requiring a three-point and higher band on either the short or

normally requiring
a push-pull switch
for each,
but

broadcast ranges can be obtained by means
of the ganged flat switch, whilst to change
operate on three coils. A photo- from broadcasting to short waves it is
graph of a switch of the kind only necessary to pull out the knob of the
referred to is given at Fig. 1, three-point switch.
The circuit is so arranged that the
whilst various methods of con(Continued on page 800)
nection for different coil comclearly
binations are
shown in Fig. 2.
switch for wavechanging, a
four -pole switch can be used to

Ganged Coils and Switching

2 Seceians

As 3Point Saatch

A practical detail we
have not yet considered
is in connection with the
method of mounting the
flat switch. If all the
coils are screwed directly on to
3

chassis, the
switch can easily be attached to
a small component bracket fixed
a baseboard or

beside the coils, as shown in

Fig. 3. Another and perhaps
rather more " professional "
method is illustrated in Fig. 4,
where the coils and the switch

are together mounted on an
aluminium baseplate ; the edges
Fig' 2.-Different methods of
using the iflat switch with sets
of the coils described in this series.

of the baseplate are bent over
at right -angles to form a kind Fig. 4.-A neat way
of shallow chassis on the un- of building up a corn-

Aluminum'
Chasses_

7`0a5rA-Jfeiverte,

derside of which the switch can plete coil and switch assembly.
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(Continued from previous page)
.Shod

Coll

the finished coil and thereby reduce its

JY"ort

eroadcasi
Cott

something in the suggestion that copper is
attacked in this way, but I have never found
any proof of it. In any case, whether using
shellac or wax, make quite sure that only
the thinnest possible layer is applied,
because it will increase the self -capacity of
efficiency to some extent.

Aerial

The difficulty just referred to would, of

..7714

C

earlh

course, be non-existent if enamelled or silk -

-

covered wire were used for the windings.
Enamelled wire was given as an alternative

C8,
ZS*

in the specifications in respect to all the
coils described,

Ar-a *rd.
Abln

..riorch

24,00
Ohm,

of the detector -valve,
as shown. It will be
understood that when
receiving on the short
Jas waves
below some 30
metres, only the side -by -side turns

0003
,fqactirot

Cond

000-S

/dmny
Condenser
On- arE

Jtddch

number of turns should, theoretically, be
modified slightly, due to the fact that the
inductance and self -capacity are changed.
In. practice, however, the difference is

generally so slight that the correction factor
need not be taken into consideration. The
of the choke will be in use, since only pqint that should be considered is that
the others will be virtually short- the distance between the ends of windings
Gds.- circuited by their capacity. On shmild be the same as those mentioned and
moving higher up the wavelength shown in the various drawings. And as
lln
range, a greater and greater portion enamelled and silk -covered wires are

Fig. 5.-A useful all -wave two -valve circuit using
two of the coils described.

and this is eminently

suitable provided that care is taken in
winding it to prevent adjacent turns
be
winding should
rubbing each other and scraping away the
connected to the anode enamel. If enamelled wire is used, the

of .the total windings will come thinner than those with cotton covering,
into use until, on long waves, the the medium -wave turns occupy a shorter
whole choke will be in action.
space on- the former. The same remarks
apply to silk-coverecl wire as to enamelled,

reaction condenser comes between the
two reaction windings, and because of this
the moving vanes (which are connected to
the spindle, of course) are at earth potential ;
in consequence, hand -capacity effects are
not likely to be troublesome. A .0005 mfd.

except that in this case there is no danger
There are a few other practical points of 'the insulation being scratched.
which should be dealt with before concluding
There is a little point in regard to soldered
this series. A reader wrote some days ago connections that ought to be dealt with.
from Aberystwyth asking if it would not be Under no circumstances should acid or

although it is essential for covering the full

best flux of all is resin, because this is not

Points of Interest.

better to use silk -covered wire in place of chloride be used as a flux in soldering fine

variable condenser is shown for tuning the d.c.c. specified in the previous articles. wires, since if it is, the joints are almost sure
purposes, and this capacity is admittedly As reason for this question the reader said to corrode sooner or later, when trouble
rather high for short-wave reception, that he had been informed that cotton will naturally be experienced. Perhaps the
band of wavelengths on the broadcasting
ranges.

only non -corrosive, but it leaves a protective

So that tuning shall not be too

layer over the joint and is not " messy " in
use. Additionally, it is an insulator, so that

critical a process, it is practically essential
that the condenser should be provided with
a reliable slow-motion drive. The reaction
condenser is .0003 mfd., and although this
is on the high side it is not likely that any
great difficulty will be experienced in
operating it ; if it should seem rather
" fierce," a smaller capacity can be tried.
As a matter of fact, even a .0002 mfd. condenser will give reaction over the full range
of wavelengths when a screen -grid valve

if any should " splutter " when the hot

soldering iron is applied, no harm can be
done.

CHOOSING & USING RESISTANCES
(Continued from page 798)

an L.F.' volume control, and
varies the amount of L.F. signal current
passed from the transformer secondary
to the grid of the output pentode. Its
function is comparable to that of R.1,
11.10 -is

is used for detection, as shown, but with

medium -impedance triodes, such a capacity

will be found rather too low to produce

although low -frequency, instead of high frequency, current is being handled.

oscillation at the higher condenser readings.

The maximum resistance should be
considerably higher than the impedance
of the transformer, or else there will be

A " Universal " Choke

A " universal," or all -wave high -frequency choke is shown, and most of the
components sold under one or other of
these names can successfully be used in
this position. As an alternative, a shortwave and broadcast choke can be wired
in series, connecting the short-wave component to the anode of the detector valve.

Yet another method, and one which will be
favoured by keen constructors, is to make
the choke from similar materials to those
employed for the coils. Constructional
details of such a choke are given at Fig. 6,

some loss in the way of high -note response.

Fig. 6.-Details of an excellent all -wave or A good value for general use is 250,000
universal H.F. choke.

ohms, and the component may be either
wire -wound or otherwise ; the former

possesses 'some property which makes it type is liable to be a bit " noisy " when the
unsuitable for coil winding. This is not control is in use, but the latter might

-if not of very sound construction --he
seen it stated at some time that cotton productive of crackling noises. As in
absorbs moisture rather easily, and when it the case of 11.5, it is an advantage to
becomes damp it is liable to act as a kind have this resistance of the " graded"
of high resistance short between adjacent type so that the resistance variation
quite true, although the reader had probably

turns. In practice, however, it is scarcely near the " full -volume " (grid) end of the
and it will be seen from this sketch that a likely that the finished coil will be situated element is less than at the other end.
small portion of the windings are arranged in a damp place where the moisture could
R.12 is for decoupling the priming grid
as side -by -side turns (for short -waves), produce an effect such as that mentioned. of the pentode, and it also cuts down
the other portion being placed in slots Should there be any danger of the coil being the voltage to a !suitable figure ; the
formed by means of the dividing washers attacked by damp, it would be best to apply method of deciding upon its value is
supplied with the coil former. There are a thin coat of shellac varnish or melted similar to that employed for 11.9. It
900 turns in all of 34 -gauge d.c.c. or paraffin wax to the windings. Here again we should be added, however, that an
enamelled wire, and of these 25 are wound come up against a question that is often average value is about 2,000 ohms,
side by side, 50 are placed in the first slot, disputed-whether or not shellac and cotton which serves to prevent the passage of
105 in the second, and 180 in each of the produce a compound which attacks and low -frequency alternating currents withremaining four. The " top " end of the corrodes the copper wire. There might be out " dropping " the voltage.
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potential widely separated the capacity
between them (one + and the other -)
is half that of a single sphere, or if separated
by a distance 1 (centres) the Capacity of one
1

-X - cm.
2

to the other is

1.411,

Some Examples

1-r

In conclusion a few examples are given
in Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Fig. 1 represents
a sphere whose capacity in the open
By " Photon "
1 mmf. Fig. 2 is the simple case of a
THE capacity of a conducting sphere metal fitting supposed to be far removed
in infinite Space is, in electrostatic from earthed surroundings, a limiting figure
units, defined as equal to its radius being given by the radius of the containing
in centimetres. To avoid the use of the sphere, as drawn. Fig. 3 is the case of two
term " infinite " it is easy to interpret this equal spheres distance 1 apart, Fig. 4 is the
by saying that well in the open the capacity case of a single sphere at a distance = i/2
of a conducting sphere is somewhat greater from an earthed boundary wall. Fig. 5
than its radius expressed in cm. This shows the manner in which it is possible
enables us in many cases to assess the to estimate the capacity of a choke coil ;
capacity of a component or part of a com- here, however, if the dielectric is in part
ponent by mere inspection with sufficient solid, such as ebonite, the capacity will
accuracy to decide whether it is important, be greater than for a naked winding. This
and to compute what its effect will be on the may be assessed knowing the value of the
specific inductive capacity K. For ebonite
Fig. I.=2.8 to 2.9 ; there appears to be no
A sphere
-- K
suitable material available with a lower
whose
= jolty
I
" MICRO -MICRO -FARADS "

capacity is

4;

I micro-

Fig. 2. - The

farad.

fitting can be esti-

micro-

capacity of a metal
mated from the size

.

It often happens that in putting up or

remodelling a set one or more condensers of
small capacity are found to be required, it is
far easier to make such condensers than to

If Cu stand

C X 11.3 b

KA

cm?
mmf. or A C1111.3 b
result being in centimetres means nothing
to the ordinary man used to dealing with where A is area in cm .2 ; b is thickness of
microfarads. The conversion factor for- dielectric in cm. and K is the specific inductunately is simple and easy to remember tive capacity. In air K= unity.

circuit of which it forms a part, but the

examples will suffice. If the
One micro -micro -farad = 0.9 of an dielectric is air, and the thickness
mm. .05 cm. Then one mmf.
electrostatic unit, that is to say 0.9 of a b =
centimetre. For ordinary purposes, especi- will require an area :A =11.3 x .05 = .565 cm?'
ally if the equivalent sphere has to be
It should be noted that f mm. is about
guessed, it is sufficient to say that a capacity
Two

.

again

the SOLE

Specification

ROLA

value.

of a sphere which buy them, and it costs less.
for the capacity in mmf.
will contain it.

thus :-

.

FR6 - PM - 22 - Class B

(39/6)

is solely specified for the

NUCLEON

CLASS B

FOUR

Whenever the highest quality and

impressive

are required makers and "constructor set"
designers alike turn instantly to Rola to satisfy their
volume

requirements. And Rola has never let them down.

For

realistic reproduction Rola speakers are in fact as well
as name " the World's Finest Reproducers."

the usual air gap in a variable tuning

condenser, hence for a condenser of .0005 m.f.

( =500 mmf.) about 280 em.2 is required.

x
-

z

A sample measured was found to have
vanes of 14 cm.2 area and 20 dielectric

Fig. 3.- Two equal spheres at a distance l apart.

of 1 cm. is equal to 1 m.m.f. As an amusing
example of this it may be remarked that the

X r?Ctn

2-22P
radius of the earth is a matter of 640 by
Fig. 4.-A single
106 centimetres, and therefore on this
approximate basis its electrostatic capacity
sphere at a disis 640 microfarads only ! What a paltry
tance F -from an
thing is our earth ! More accurately the
earthed boundary
figure is 700 microfarads. As a practical spaces which is in
wall.
application of this rule, the following perfect agreement.
Approx.
If the dielectric
examples are interesting. We can always
Inmf
make an outside estimate of the capacity be mica the value

of K may be taken
A usual
5.
or cap, or a terminal by describing around
it the smallest sphere that will contain it, thickness of mica is
then the radius of that sphere in centimetres 2/1000 inch or
gives the capacity in m.m.f. Again, if we .008 cm. Hence
have to deal with an H.F. choke, we can area required for
approximate the end portions by imaginary one mmf.
11.3 X .008
spheres, and so assess the capacity. There

of any metal fitting such as a grid -leak clip,

is, however, one thing to guard against,

A-

capacities assessed in this manner are
capacities between the part, or its equivalent

=0.18 em .2

work, as for example, the screening or other

small

sphere, and the surrounding earthed metal

metal panel. This means that the capacity
may be greater than given by the estimate,
but unless the space is exceptionally
cramped the error will not be substantial.
The method is capable of refinement
without much complication. For example,
.f there are two equal spheres at opposite

Fitted in 5 seconds to any battery receiver, this remarkable unit will increase its volume and sensitivity at least
5 times. Ask your dealer to demonstrate. PRICE 57/..

THE BRITISH ROLA CO. LTD.,

5

Minerva Road, PARK ROYAL, MW.10.
'Phone: Willesden 4322-3-4-5-6.

In building up
mica

con-

densers it is convenient

to use

copper foil rather
than tin foil. The
copper foil should Fig. 5.-Illustrating the
be as thin as pro- method of estimating the
curable.

capacity

of a choke.

KO LA
SPEAKERS
For better
Radio Receptio.
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Section
THE LESSER LOGGED SHORT
WAVERS
By E. THURWAY

Medellin

(Colombia)

on

52.17

metres

(5,750 kc/s) works from 00.30-04.00 on
Tuesdays, and from 23.30-01.00 on Thurs-

days and Saturdays; also on other days

from 16.00-05.00. Another South American,
HCJB, Quito (Ecuador), I am informed, has
changed his wavelength to 73 metres (4,110

kc/s) and operates every night from 01.1502.45 ; the calls are in Spanish andEnglish
and the interval signal a two-tone chime.
Transatlantic and Other Distant Stations
A few metres above this channel you will
find a welter of Dutch, French, and other
amateur transmitters (75-85.7 metres),

provide items of interest.
Jeloy, which which at times
down, you will pass through the
favourable for the capture of distant relays the Oslo broadcasts, is now working Working
used by the International Service
transmissions on short waves, and on 42.92 metres (6,990 ke/s), on which channels
Criminal Police, e.g., HAP2, Budapest,
daily reports are being received of the channel it is providing both excellent of
72.09 metres, and by the transatlantic
logging of stations of which signals had quality and exceedingly loud signals. You on
other liners (71.82 metres). There are
not been tuned -in for several months. will hear on this wavelength the usual and
degrees of the condenser dials on
Generally speaking, most of the short-wave musical -box signal usually associated with many
you will wish to spend a little time,
transmitters can be classed under two the Oslo entertainments in the higher which
most of them represent busy commercial
separate headings in our lists, namely, broadcasting wave -band. Vienna (IJOR2) as
other channels.
those we can pick up at almost any period on 49.41 metres (6,075 kc/s) has also or Landmarks,
as already stated, in the
of the year, and those for which only a resumed its tests on Tuesdays and Thurs- form of detailed logged
condenser readings,
useful search can be made during certain days, and may be picked up at odd hours are indispensable to the
short-wave enmonths. As a rule, amongst the former between G.M.T. 13.30 and 21.00. There thusiast.
In every instance they will
may be found most Europeans, a number of is no change to report in the time schedules provide a quick
point and
North Americans and, to a certain extent, or frequencies of the British, French, and save considerable jumping-off
delay and worry. They
Australians, such as Sydney VK2ME ; in German transmitters.
permit, by comparison, if a wavelength
The station used by the Technical College also
addition, we can also look forward to hearing
not available, a fairly good estimate of
such stations at Nairobi, Bandoeng, and a of the University of Bucarest, which had is
wavelength on which a transmission
few others from the East. In January not been logged for some months, has been the
been tuned in. Should you have found
especially the following guide will be found overhauled and now operates on 45.5 has
East Pittsburgh, one of the
useful, as it gives the various times at which metres (6,593 kc/s) at slightly increased W8XK,
KDKA pioneers, on 48.86 metres-it is on
we may expect to hear broadcasts from the power. The best time to make the search the air nightly-work up very slowly,
different quarters of the globe.
is on Sundays from G.M.T. 15.00. It may
by degree-when you will probably
From midnight onwards to roughly be identified by the fact that the studio degree
YV3BC, Caracas, on 48.92 metres
6 a.m. is the favourable period for East possesses a woman announcer and that the capture
kc/s), the relay of the medium -wave
Coast and mid -west North Americans, and call frequently given out is Radio Romania. (6,132
station in that city. From
OXY, Skamlebaek, after trying out a few broadcasting
for stations situated in the Argentine,
21.00-02.00 on week -days is the
Brazil, Mexico, and so on, in the 30-50 channels around 49 metres, seems to have G.M.T.
favourable period ; on Sundays at
metre band ; from 6 to 9 a.m. you may settled down again on 49.4 metres '(6,075 most
time the transmissions are carried out
expect to log Australian calls, as well as kc/s) ; through this station you may get that
31.56 metres (9,510 kc/s). In the call
broadcasts from the American Pacific an excellent reception of the Copenhagen on
you will hear a reference made to the Radiocoast. Starting again towards midday, the programmes.
difusora Venezolana. A further Venezuelan
16 to 25 -metre band should be searched,
station, namely, YV11BMO, situated at
such broadcasters as W3XAL, Bound In the 49 -metre Band
operates on 48.95 metres (6,127
Brook, and the Dutch stations at Bandoeng
Now for the lesser logged foreigners. Maracay,
You may distinguish it from the
usually coming in at that time ; also In the 49 -metre band we find several, but kc/s).
one by the fact that it announces
Europeans working on channels between it will repay you to devote some time to the previous
as the Broadcasting Company of Cara19 and 32 metres. Again, from 5 to 8 p.m. capture of La Paz (CP5), Bolivia, on 49.3 itself
; a man presides at the microphone.
we can try for India, South Africa, Kenya metres (6,085 kc/s), which is a daily trans- casFinally,
reports have been received
Colony (all included in 30-50 metres), or in the mitter between G.M.T. 00.30 and 04.30 ; respecting
two new Russian 500 -watt transimmediate lower band for North America, the station also uses an alternative channel mitters, RNZ
RTL, respectively, on 62
then until midnight in the wave -lengths rang- for its daylight broadcasts, namely, 19.61 metres (4,839 and
kc/s) and 54.74 metres (5,480
ing from, say, 35-70 metres and above. metres (15,295 ke/s), which should be kc/s). They are
situated in Kamschatka.
If, as I assume, this is not your first picked up between G.M.T. 16.30 and 17.30.
Exploring the ether with a good shortattempt at listening to short-wave transBarely two or three kilocycles above the wave
receiver to -day provides a fresh
missions, you will have already secured the former wavelength between midnight and
CONDITIONS are now proving very 31.63 metres (9,485 kc/s).

dial readings of some of the more better
known or more powerful broadcasters,
possibly in different sections of the wave
band ; if such is the case, it will help you
'greatly to narrow down your search for
other wanted transmitters, as the loggings
will give you a landmark for the various

01.30, you may come across a Canadian
call: VE9BJ, St. John, New Brunswick,
a privately owned station which does not

interest in radio ; moreover, it permits
its owner to hear transmissions which are

not vouchsafed to him in the ordinary
fail to mention its owners (C. and A. broadcast band.
Munro) ; gramophone records are broadcast
as well as a news bulletin.

Working up higher, if you hear Spanish THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S
twirling of the condensers is usually very stand by to secure identification, as CMCI,
ENCYCLOPEDIA
disappointing, as tuning on the short Marianao (Cuba) is on the ether daily from
(2nd Edition)
waves must be very accurate, and conse- about 22.00 ; it is a powerfUl station on
By
F. J. CAMM
quently it is an easy matter to pass over a 49.5 metres (6,060 kc/s), of which the signals
(Editor of "Practical Wireless")
number of signals which very careful and have already been logged in the British
THIS invaluable encyclopedia is written in plain
slow moving of the dial would have caught. Isles. W4XB, on 49.67 metres (6,040 kc/s),
I language by one of the most accomplished
European Wavelength Alterations
the short-wave relay of WIOD, Miami
designers and writers on wireless construction. The
whole
subject is fully covered, and the volume is
Before giving you details of a number of Beach (Fla.) is also a possible and equally
remarkable for the number of practical illusnew stations, now being heard, let me deserves a careful search.
trations it contains.
mention a few alterations in some of the
Exploration of the 50-75 metre band,
No
matter
in
what branch of radio you
regular Europeans.
Poznan (Poland), beginning with the powerful Moscow
you will find everything
which had closed down temporarily when station, on most nights will bring good are int
adequately dealt with here.
my last notes were published, is again on results ; it is a mistake to believe that all

dial degrees at which to start.

Casual and English announcements, you should

the air on Tuesdays and Thursdays at the broadcasters work on the lower channels.

G.M.T. 17.30. The wavelength at present A few evenings spent in this direction will
is slightly higher than hitherto, namely, amply repay your trouble. IIJ4ABE,

Obtainable at all Booksellers, or by Post
5/4 from Gee,. Newnes, Ltd., 8/11, South-

ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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with the zinc, an insulated lining of very
thin but tough paper being inserted into
the zinc cup before the manganese mix is
compressed into it. By this method it is

possible to compress approximately 20" per
cent. more active materials into the Full o'

Power cell With a consequent increase in
its life.

OLD COMPONENTS IN NEW
CIRCUITS

(Continued from page 780)

Many amateurs whose experiments were
commenced several years ago will have a
400 -ohm potentiometer lying about. This

of the sockets used at present. The con- was probably used to vary the potential
tacts inside the set would be in the form of applied to the detector grid through the
which is worth mentioning. I refer to the spring -loaded plungers and placed so as to grid -leak, but it can now be employed as
fitting of the covers of the " canned " type. register with the clips on the battery which an automatic grid -bias resistance in the
Sometimes these do not fit at all tightly. gave the appropriate voltages. Of course, L.F. circuit. The method of connection
This may not at first appear to be a very each battery clip would be provided with a is perfectly simple, as can be seen from the
serious fault until we remember that the socket as well so that the battery could sketch given at Fig. 5. The Lead which
position of the cover affects the tuning still be used in the orthodox manner with was previously connected to the negative
range. This means that, in the case of sets employing wander plugs.
H.T. wander plug is now joined to one
ganged circuits, any movement of one of
side of the potentiometer, whilst the other
the coil covers is liable to upset the ganging. Whistling in the Dark
side is taken to the G.B. negative terminal
Of course, some coils have the covers held I 'WAS privileged recently to witness a and to the, negative wander plug on the
firmly in place by means of a nut on top.
performance of Whistling in the high-tension battery. In order to prevent
A simple safeguard of this nature is really Dark, a gangster play on American lines instability a fixed condenser is connected
all that is necessary.
produced at the Comedy Theatre. The in parallel with the potentiometer. The
Sometimes the covers fit fairly well, but plot in brief is this : A dope and bootlegger condenser shown is a 25 mfd. electrolytic
tend to move when operating the wave - gang are anxious to bump off " an un- one, this being most suitable, but if such
change switch incorporated in the base of desirable official, who is in their way. An a condenser is not readily available, an
the coils. I came across an example of unsuspecting novelist, looking out for quiet ordinary 1 or 2 mfd. one will make a good
this in a set of three coils mounted on one retreat, happens upon them and asks to be substitute. A correct value of bias for
base with the switches linked by a rod in allowed to look over the house. Amusing some types of valves can be obtained by
the popular manner. Every time the incidents result in his being held prisoner varying the slider of the potentiometer,
switch knob was turned the three covers by the gang until he has produced a plan, but the maximum resistance available will
wobbled from side to side !
on thriller lines, of the perfect crime which be too low for valves of other types, and in
said gangsters can apply to aforesaid such cases it will be necessary to include
" Intermittent " Rating of Accumulators
official. As a writer of crime stories the a fixed resistance in the lead between
I SHOULD also like to give two suggestions novelist here applies his imagination and the
and H.T. negative ;
concerning accessories. The first concerns produces a workable scheme. The play this ispotentiometer
shown by broken lines in Fig. 5.
the rating of accumulators. Could not the continues through amusing efforts
on
his
any case the actual resistance value
out-of-date and misleading " intermittent " part to warn the victims of his plot. In
can be found by dividing the
rating be discontinued ? It was based on Eventually he converts the radio set into a required
-bias voltage required by the valve
the purely arbitrary assumption that an two-way system of communication with the grid
at maximum anode voltage by the anode
accumulator used to work a trembler coil,
exchange, the gang having dis- current taken under the same conditions,
as for motor ignition or similar purposes, telephone
connected and removed the telephone. This and multiplying by a thousand. All the
would last twice as long as when on con- part of the play was well done, and it is the figures required for the calculation can be
tinuous discharge. Under this system an first time, so far as I am aware, that radio
obtained from the makers' instruction
accumulator capable
Loose y -Fitting Coil Covers

THERE is a point regarding tuning coils

ampere -hours

of delivering
of electricity would

10 has been used as a theatrical property in this
be way. The play is well acted, and I partici',

marked ".20 amp.hrs.int." or " 20 a.h.i." lady liked Miss Billie Riccardo's acting as
Often, however, the " int." is omitted and the eloping bride-to-be of the novelist.
the purchaser is led to believe that he has I had seen this actress only once before in
a 20 amp.hrs. battery whereas, in reality, it the revival of The Belle of New York,
is only of 10 amp.hrs. capacity. Of course, in which she daintily played the part of
if it is stamped 20 amp.hrs. actual " there Fifi with grace and distinction.
can be no mistake, but, as it is, a rating of

20 ampere -hours without any other quali- Siemen's Full o' Power Batteries
fication may mean either of two figures.
If the intermittent system were abolished IT is always interesting to learn something about the construction of the
there would be no possibility of ambiguity.
apparatus- or accessories which we use in
Battery Cords
conjunction with our radio sets and
THE other suggestion I should like to make generally accept as a matter of course.
I have just been given some very interis that portable and such like receivers
could be considerably cleaned up and at the esting information concerning the Full o'
same time made more fool -proof by Power Radio Battery which is claimed to be

eliminating most of the battery cords. entirely distinct in construction to other

sheet. An example will remove any
difficulty in following the above statement .
for the moment consider the Cossor 220 P.T.'

which requires 9 volts G.B. and takes 23
milliamps high-tension current. The bias
resistance required is 9 divided by 23 and
multiplied by 1,000, or 391 ohms. Suppose

the valve in use had been a. Cossor 2151',
which requires a G.B. voltage of 7.5 and
consumes 10 milliamps anode current, the

bias re Lance necessary would be 750
ohms, and therefore a fixed resistance of
about 500 ohms could be wired in series
with the potentiometer and the optimum
setting of the potentiometer slider found
under working conditions.
Scratch Filters

It frequently happens when using a

types of dry batteries. Most of us visualize pick-up that needle scratch is troublesome
a dry battery as consisting of the type with and some kind of filter is desirable in order
a dolly " wrapped with fabric surrounded to eliminate it. Scratch filters can be
with a moist paste or jelly electrolyte in bought, but those who are still in possession
be needed when renewing a battery would an outer zinc container with soldered seams. of a set of plug-in coils will be pleased to

Instead of using wander plugs, the H.T.
and G.B. batteries would be fitted with
brass contacts or clips somewhat similar
to pocket -lamp batteries. All that would
be to slide the old one out and slip a new
one in. The brass contacts would automatically connect with corresponding ones
inside the case. This arrangement would
make battery changing easier besides
eliminating the possibility of plugging -in

In the Full o' Power Battery, however, know that one of these-having between
the made-up " dolly " is dispensed with, a 1,000 and 2,000 turns-may be used in
special manganese mix being compressed
directly into the zinc container which, in
this case, consists of a one-piece seamless
cup pressed out from zinc sheet of heavy
gauge. The zinc cup is thus perfectly leak-

to the wrong sockets.
The batteries would have to be standard. proof. It is most important to observe,
ized as regards shape and size and would be however, that the manganese mix is not
fitted with a number of brass clips in place permitted to come into direct contact

conjunction with a small pm -set condenser

as an excellent filter. The connections
are shown in Fig. 6, and these are self-

explanatory, It need only be pointed out
that the pre-set condenser should be
adjusted until needle scratch becomes
inaudible or is reduced to its lowest volume
level.
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.MAGNUM COMPONENTS

.AMONG recent new Magnum components are the
H.F. choke and the two -gang condenser. The
former is wound with high-grade copper wire on a
slotted ebonite former. A high inductance with a low
self -capacity is obtained,- and the choke is' suitable
for use in the anode circuit of a S.G. valve, or for
simple reaction purposes. The component is designed

for one -hole fixing, and terminals are provided for
ease of connection. The price is 2s. 6d. The two gang condenser incorporates two of the .0005 mfd.
magnadensers, together with a Magnum slow-motion
drive, and an independent drive is provided for trimming purposes. Both drives are positive and non -

slipping, and the dial is calibrated 0 to 100, or. if
desired, in wavelengths for use with Magnum coils.
The price of this unit is 10s. 6d., and, if desired, a
grey cellulose cover may be obtained for an additional Is.

BY THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS TECHNICAL STAFF.
BRITISH RADIOPHONE PERFECTION SEVEN

pit1TISII RADIOPHONE, LIMITED, announce
L.' that they are shortly releasing a free blue print
of an ingenious seven valve superhet receiver in
which their well-known Radiopak is employed. The
circuit arrangement employed is of the single H.F.
separate, oscillator type, and a metal rectifier (or
cold valve) is employed for second detection and a
separate similar rectifier for
delayed automatic volume
control purposes. An output
stage of the pentode type is
used to deliver an output of
sligldly over 1 watt. The
blue print gives full

BUILDING THE NUCLEON 4
(Continued from page 786)

DUBILIER SMALL ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS
AFURTHER consignment of the new small elec-

of the small fixed condensers having to be
trolytic condensers manufactured by the Dallier accommodated near to their respective

Condenser Company has been received. These are
of the type primarily designed for grid bias
smoothing, and vary from a 10 volt working rating
to 250 volt. The condensers are extremely compact,

associated components instead of being
disposed below the surface. - However,

it is not possible to have things both ways,
and are fitted at one end with a nut which, in and, therefore, the difficulty of wiring and
contradistinction to the other drawbacks of the " one -side layout "
usual large electrolytic
condenser, is connected must be contended
to the negative pole. It
will be recalled, of course, Construction

with.

that in the ordinary type
Before commencing construction the
the case is negative, and various components should be placed on the
this makes contact with
the metal chassis. The baseboard exactly as shown in the Wiring

constructional details and
a list of recommended
accessories, and we hope

positive pole is then found

Diagram, Fig. 6, and not until every part

hole through an insulated
disc.
In these small
condensers, however, the
case is provided with the
fixing bolt, and the posi-

the fixing screws be driven home.

below the chassis, projecting in the centre of the has been found to be exactly in place should

to. have an opportunity
of testing a complete
receiver built to the
specification in the near
future. A point of interest
for the more technical minded reader is the
choice of a frequency of
117.5 kc/s as an intermediate frequency in place
of the more orthodox
110 or 126 kc/s. The
chart may be obtained
free from British Radio-

It

will be found most convenient to leave the
tuning condenser until last, and to fit only
the valveholders and the fixed condensers
tive lead is provided in at the outset, the various interconnecting
the form of a long flexible

wires being put in as the assembly proIf the whole of the components
sufficiently long to enable are mounted first, it may be found by
the condenser to be wired Some constructors that the wires to the
into practically any circuit, and it will be found filament terminals of the valveholders,
exceedingly useful for for instance, are impossible to connect.
biasing purposes in mains When the valveholders have been wired
receivers, with a conseprojecting from the upper

end of the case.

phone, Ltd., Aldwych
House, Aldwych, London,
W.C.2, or from your local
dealer.

It is gresses.

quent reduction in the
risk of hum troubles. We
have thoroughly tested

TESTING MULTI -PIN
VALVES

USERS of

these

the Six Sixty valve and
set testers will have

condensers,

sub-

the transformers may be mounted and then
the terminal strip at the rear. The leads
to the terminals should be fitted, and then

jecting some to as much the three coils mounted in the space
per cent. overload provided. Care must be exercised to get
The Eguilode Speaker which was re awth
withno
no apparent trouble.
probably found that it
ported -on in these columns on December
They
are
roughly lin. In these in the correct positions, as it will be
is a rather difficult matter
16th last. The new matching dial on diameter by about 2/in. noticed that two of these are for the bandto test the new multi -pin
the rear is clearly shown by this long, and thus may con valves in these testers.
tuner and the third has entirely
illustration.
venicntly be fixed into pass
Tho same point applies
most receivers in, place of different connections: If they are reversed
to all users of testers in
the standard type which on the baseboard the receiver will not
which the standard type may at present be fitted. function. Coil TG is nearest the panel,
of holder for a valve is
The capacities range from 2 mfds. to 50 mfds., and the and coil BP2 is the centre one.
fitted. The Six -Sixty Valve Company have now
issued an interesting pamphlet which gives the followprice from 2s. 6d.
ing useful information for using the testers with the
The Panel
latest type of valve. They advocate the mounting
NEW PETO-SCOTT LOUD -SPEAKER
Now drill the panel, using the dimensions
ANEW moving -soil loud -speaker of sound design
of a 7 -pin valveholder of standard type on a suitable
is now. offered by Messrs. Peto-Scott. It will in Fig. 2 as a guide, and marking out the
small baseboard and suggest that a flexible lead

should be joined to each of the terminals. A plug
should terminate the leads, and this should be of a
type suitable fdr plugging into the existing valve
sockets on the tester. The valve to be toted is then
inserted in the 7 -pin holder and the appropriate

be recalled that this firm previously had a remarkable
model which sold at 15s.. and the demand has resulted
in the stock of this speaker being completely disposed
of. The new model Is slightly dearer, and is of more
robust design. The magnet system is of the orthodox

claw type, and is larger than the previous model,
leads are plugged into the socket of the valveholders
whilst the cone itself
on the test panel
Pielyea
is of a prepared
as indicated below.
Triodes
Pentodes
paper material. The
Battery H.F. penioQ O7
4morw
chassis
is also con todes are tested Semen
"
08
Az
150
O
as normal S.G.
0
'7 tinued so that the

0d

valves.

Battery

Class

B

fie

--

O,

0

0/4

(each half tested value ochets on
separately): Et to See ...7bseer
7 ; C to 9 ; D to
8; and E to 10.
Mains H.F. jontodes B to 12;
C to 11 ; D to 13 ; E to 15 ;
F to 16; CI to 15 ;and top cap
to 17.

back of the diaphragm is practically enclosed, with the

result that the

complete

unit is slightly heavier than
the previous model. The

sensitivity of this speaker
is quite as good as the
original model, satisfactory
results being obtained with

window from the template supplied with
the drive. To cut this out a fretsaw may
be used, or a number of small holes may
be drilled all round the edge of the opening

and the central piece of ebonite then

broken out. It will not be necessary to
file the opening smooth if the hole is made
slightly larger than that recommended on
the template. Mount the escutcheon and
the other panel components, and then attach
the leads to the reaction condenser, potentiometer, and switch. Place the panel in
position and fix the retaining screws, after
which the remaining wires may be fitted
into position. It will be seen that in many

j 0 a good two -valve receiver. cases soldering has been resorted to in
It appears to handle slightly order to make quite certain of good con8; E to 10; Fto 11; Gto 9; and
more volume than the old nection, but there is no reason why the
top cap to 7. This test is for
type, and a 5 -watt amplifier
triode section only. The diodes
7 pin yak, ma:lee was coupled to it without task of building should be shirked on
will fail when cathode emission
any undue chatter. The this account, as soldering is a really simple
fails, a fact which will be re vcaled by the triode test above. The connection )or an additional !lake -holder for response curve is sensibly job, and, as has already been mentioned
testing
Multi
-Pin
values
on
the
Six
-Sixty
and
similar
straight over the normal
Mains single diode tetrode B to
test sets.
frequency band, bass being many times in these pages, the principal
12 ; C to 14 ; D to 13; E to 15;
reproduced with a clean point to bear in mind is cleanliness.
F to 16; and top cap to 17,
If

Mains duo diode triode: D to

Mains duo diode pentode : B to 12 ; D to 13 ; B to

O

O

15 ; F to 16 ; and top cap to 17.

tone, and the upper notes coming out in a crisp manner
without squeakiness. At 19s. 6d., complete with dust -

the iron is used when it is really hot and the

5 ; F to 6 ; and G to 4.

A Class B model is available at 22s. 6d.

and a really sound connection will result.

Mains output pentode : B to 2; C to 1 ; D to 3 ; E to

bag. this is a line which no reader should pass by. work is clean the solder will run quite freely,
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PRACTICAL LETTERS' fROM
41EADER S

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily
for publication).
A Very Useful Little Set
all of my expectations. The gift is like
SIR,-I received the PRACTICAL WIRELESS PRACTICAL WIRELESS, remarkable value
Kit of Tools safely, with which I am de- for the money.-R. TAYLOR (Churt).
lighted. They are a very useful little set, " A Wonderful Volume"
and are well worth the money. I am a

regular reader of your valuable paper,

so I also have the set of spanners and drill
gauge.

Every success to PRACTICAL WIRELEss.--F. HANES (Burton -on -Trent).

SIR,-I have been a regular reader of

since the first edition,
and I think it is a very good wireless magaPRACTICAL WIRELESS

zine for beginners and experts alike. I
also wish to thank you for your " Popular
" Time Constant "
Mechanics Encyclopaedia," which I have
SIR,-In the December 2nd issue the just received. It is a wonderful volume,

term " time factor " is mentioned in and will be most useful to me.-G. ALLAN
Photon's article, " The Subdivision of (Forest Gate).
Copper." I would be grateful if you would
"Exactly What Is Required"
tell me in plain words :
1. Where the question of time comes in ?
SIR,-I should like to take this oppor2. The importance of the " time factor." tunity in wishing your paper every success.
3. And physical explanation of the term. I consider that it is about the best weekly

"We're Fluxite and Solder- For Wireless

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you

-in the house-garage-workshop-anywhere
where simple, speedy soldering is needed.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

All Ironmongers sell Fluxite in tins : 9d., 8d.,

"

In reading an article on electric instru- wireless periodical that I have read since
ments I came across
Maximum time about 1922. No, I have not been a reader
factor." What does this mean ?-31. since No. 1 issue, but that I regret. How-

[Firstly it would appear that when you is exactly what is required by a person who
time factor " you are misquoting spends neally all his time at the experifrom the article in which the term used is mental bench.-G. BARTHOLOMEW (Bultime constant." The time constant is a ford).
terns used in electrical engineering to denote
the relation between L the inductance, and " The Ideal Tool Kit "
R the ohmic resistance of a circuit, but it is
SIR,-I must write and thank you for
also applied to circuits having a capacity the really first-class Tool Kit which arrived
and resistance in which the time constant O.K. It is the ideal kit for the wireless
is:
CxR
enthusiast. -J. E. BISHOP (London, W.C.).
mention

Is. 4d., and Is. 8d. Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET SOLDERING SET-complete with
full instructions -7s. 6d. Ask also for our
leaflet on HARDENING STEEL with Fluxite.

FLUXITE, LTD.
(Dept. W.P.), ROTHERHITHE, S.E.16.

FOR ALL REPAIRS!

ever, I consider that your gift Tool Kit

NEIDLE (London, S.E.).
c

13 I

Ai

I

when an E.M.F. is applied to a circuit that
comprises a resistance only the current rises
immediately to a value = V IR. If there is
an inductance also in circuit the current rises
logarithmically, ultimately reaching tiles ame
value KIR, but the initial rate of rise is

ELECTRIC

CUT THIS OUT EACH. WEEK

CLOCK
TO YOUR SET!

DO YOU KNOW?
-THAT whilst indirectly -heated valves are

determined by the inductance only and the

warming up, the primary of an L.F. trans-

former is unloaded.
--THAT the above point explains the cause of
hum when first switching on a mains receiver.

time constant is the time which would elapse

if this initial rate of rise were to continue
till the value V IR is reached. The actual
current flowing after that period of time is
approximately two-thirds of the full value
17/R.-En.]

esiDB rCia SEEMIG RAND

exa

trd/i.eY

NO WINDING/

Iin. from front of panel to back
of case. swiss 1110VeMellt. Hands
set from front. Nickel - plated
Useful addition to any
bezel.
sot.

-THAT, generally speaking, it is not possible

RIVERSIDE MPG. Co., Ltd.,
Dept. 21. Crisp Road,

to use A.V.C. in a D.C. mains receiver unless a
simple inefficient circuit is employed.

NO MAINS NEEDED!
KEEPS CORRECT TIME

Works off small battery lasting 12 months, or ran
be plugged into G.B. battery without affecting reception. Uses practically no current. Fits into hole
31in. dia. is any panel up to in, thick. Easy to
fix-no screws required. Only

-THAT it is not possible to convert an induc-

tive condenser into a non -inductive condenser
by external means.

COMPLETE WITH BATTERY

ememmennli

Hammersmith, W.6.

Telma. one :

POSTAGE GO

Riverside 6392.

-THAT a whistle which accompanies loud-

A Wonderful Kit.

speaker reproduction, and which stops when the
grid of the output valve is touched, denotes L.F.
instability.

Stn,-I wish to take this opportunity
Tool Kit. One look at these tools is

of thanking you for year wonderful Pocket

--THAT the simplest cure for the above is to
reverse the connections to one of the L.F
transformer windings.

enough to convince anypne that they

-THAT instability

are made to stand the test of time; PRAC-

because it is always kept up to a high
standard.-G. BAILEY (London, N.).
"Proud To Own Such a Set"

SIR,-Thanks very much for the Tool
Kit just received. Such a kit was, you

may be sure, scrutinized severely, and as a

practical man I have not the slightest
hesitation in stating it is (in my opinion)
a kit of the essential tools every amateur
constructor should pbssess. I am proud

to own such a kit, and urgently urge others
O'C. COOPER

(Dover).

" Remarkable Value for the Money "

Stu,-I beg to acknowledge receipt of

my Tool. Kit, and I must say that it exceeded

can

be

caused

The "Modern Aeria,"

by the

far the

vibration of the vanes of a tuning condenser.
-THAT an H.F. choke may be wound on a
tapered former to improve its characteristics.

TICAL WIRELESS will also stand this test,

to write you for one..-F.

.

FIT THIS

More generally it applies to any physical

change, whether electrical or otherwise, which
follows the logarithmic law. For example,

RECEPTION

the re Male pair ;
we've done our share
Famous
for
Soldering- So NOW we're announced as
knows everywhere !
"THE POPULAR PAIR!"

Modern See

-THAT a sectional -wound choke, with small

LION(1932)LTD

sections at either end, acts in a similar manner
to the above type.
0

I

a

soe

e

END ONCE
H.T. WORRIES
AND FOR ALL.

NOTICE.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a

practical nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, Such articles should be written on one side

of the paper only, and should contain the name and

address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold
himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort will be

made to return then; if a stamped and addressed envelope
is enclosed. All correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed; The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,
W.C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch
with the latest developments, we give no warranty that

apparatus described in our columns is not the subject
of letters patent.

Thousands of listener -'have
proved the Standard
Icelandic Battery a paying proposition.
Gives
Any
abundant
pure current.
voltage supplied
year in year out, at half
cost of dry _batteries, Does away with constant
replacements and poor results. Always up to voltage,
regathens power when not in use. Annual replenishment all that is necessary. S. IC, of Edinboro',
writes: " Rare used this battery for last five years
and found it good and superior to dry batteries."
120v. 12,500 m.a., £2 complete, cart, paid.

Write for details.
ALL

STANDARD

EA TTERT

SPARES

SUPPLIED.

THE WET H.T. BATTERY CO. (Pr.),
26, LISLE STREET. LONDON, W.C.2. Gerrard dill
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-EASY PAYMENTS
"There's no place like HOLMES."
The test firm to supply Wiveless parts on easy
payments.
Press.

Nine years advertiser in Wireless
Thom. nds of satisfied customers.

EPOCH SPEAKERS
2 DWARF
201h Century

thin. SUPER
135.P.M.
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23'6
35'45/84/-

Monthly Pay Deposit. mutts.

5 of 4/4
7 of 4/10
4111 9 of 4/11
7/8 11 of 7/8
4/4
4/10

Lists Skyscraper 4 .., 112/6 10/TELSEN 325 Star Kit 39;6 5/5
EX1DE H.T. Accuni.,
120v.
... ..
BLUE SPOT. 29PM....
ATLAS ELIMINATOR,
No. CA25 ...
B.LIT. Pick-up

601-

32:6
59/6
211-

11 of 10/3
7 of 5.'5

9 of 6/8
4/5 7 of 4;5
5/11 of 5'6
3/10 5 of 3/10
61-

Parts for any Kit Set. Auy make of Speaker.

New Goods Obtained for Every Order.

Send us a list of Ore parts you require and the payments that will suit your convenience, and we will
send you a definite quotation. Anything Wireless.

H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,

Great Portland Street, London, W.I.
'hone: Drumm, 1414.

ATALOGUES
EC EIVED
To save readers trouble, we undertake to

send on
catalogues of any of our advertisers. Merely state, on
the, firms from whom you
require catalogues, and address it to "Catalogue,"
PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
Ge0. Nezeues, Ltd., 8/11,
Southampton St., Strand, London, ie.C.2.
Where
advertisers Make a charge, or require postage, this
should be enclosed with applications for catalogues. No
other correspondence whatsoever should be enclosed.

a postcard, the names of

the lecturer. The next meeting will be on January 9th,

when it is hoped that the finishing touches will be
given to the new D.C. mains receiver which the
members have been building. -L. W. Smith, Hon. Sec.,
8, Emu Road, Battersea, S.W.8.
INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (LONDON
CHAPTER)

At the meeting of the London Chapter held at
Hall, -Wandsworth Road, S.W.8, on Friday,
December 15th, Mr. P. J. L. MacfarlaneG5MK,

gave an illustrated talk on the layout and construction

of short-wave receivers. He also gave some details

of a new method he has discovered of obtaining

contemplating the use of screened

reaction. A discussion then folloWed, dealing with the
propagation of ultra -short waves. Various theories
being put forward by the members, who showed great

obtain a copy of a new Mullard leaflet on these valves
which has just been issued. The special properties of

Sec., 10, St. Mary's Place, Rotherhithe, London, S.E.16

MULLARD H.F. PENTODES

CONSTRUCTORS
(H.F.) pentodes

in their next receiver should

interest in this subject. Our new series of meetings
commenced on January 5th at 8.0 p.m. -A. E. Bear,

the screened pentode are fully described, and are INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (MANCHESTER CHAPTER)
followed by full operating data and characteristics,
with curves of the two Mallard types-V.P.4 and
A large number of short-wave listeners attended
S.P.4-and practical operating hints for using these the inauguration of the Manchester Chapter of the
valves in modern circuits.
International Short Wave Club, held on Tuesday,
December 12th, at 75, Long Street, Middleton, nr.
EELEX SHORT-WAVE CONVERTERS

Mr. F. Fielding, of Allied Newspapers,
Ltd., and Sir. F. Sharpe were present. Mr. H. Wild,
chairman, in opening the meeting spoke of the many

THE problem of getting a short-wave superhet type
converter to work .with superhet receivers has

Manchester.

which are designed for reception shove 1,000 metres.

Shields, technical adviser, then described and demonstrated several short-wavVreceivers. All present agreed

been effectively solved by J. J. Eastiek and Sons. advantages of being a member of this world-wide
who have produced a range of compact converters of organization. Mr. Fielding then gave a talk on shortsingle and two -valve types, the ,two -valve models wave receivers, and mentioned the thrills to be obtained
having an extra stage of amplirMation. The con- by hearing Australia for the first time. Mr. H. B.
verters are suitable for all types of broadcast receivers

The wavelength range of the converter with the

they had enjoyed a most interesting evening.
standard coil supplied is 15-60 metres, although this that
exclusive features have been arranged for future
range can be increased to 120 metres by means of an Many
meetings, and all PRACTICAL WIRELESS readers in
additional coil.
Booklets containing full particulars the
district
who are interested in short-wave work
can he obtained from the above -mentioned firm at are invited to
attend, The next meeting will be held
118, Bunhill Row, London, E.C.1.
"THE ALL -METAL WAY, 1934."

If you already have a
moving -wit speaker and
wish to incorporate Class
" amplification, the

THIS, is the title of an attractive handbook dealing

with the construction of H.T. battery eliminators
and battery chargers embodying Westinghouse metal
rectifiers. The book, which is primarily of interest

EPOCH Class "R " Adap-

tor is ideal for your purpose.
It converts your set to

to home constructors who prefer to build their own
apparatus, deals fully with rectification, battery
eliminator problems, mains conversion, and battery
charging. There is also a section devoted to Westeetors
and their uses in various circuits. The book is well

Class "B " without any

alteration whatever.
SEND ONLY 5/-; if satisfied pay further

5'. at once, then 8 monthly payments of
Mash in 7 days, 45i-i. Supplied complete wile Class " B " Valve.
'For the EPOCH Class "B " combined Cobalt P.M SPEAKER;
and Class "B " UNIT, send only 5,-; if satisfied pay further
5./- at once, then 8 moathiy payments of 7 6. (Cash in 71
days, 62:-.).
Complete with Class "B " Valve.

E. J. HERAUD, Ltd. (Dept. P.40),
NUMBER ONE, EDMONTON, LONDON, NAB

Satisfaction or Money Back Guaranted.

EASY TERMS

PROMPT
DEL I VERY

Any Arnplion, Blue Spot, Baker, Celestion,
Epoch, IIt, & A. Rola, Sonochorde, Grampian,
!gran ic, Larnplugh, Magnavox, Ormond, W.B.

or Ferranti Moving Coil Speaker Supplied.

Send 51- only
and pay the balance by monthly instalments. No
references. Entirely private and confidential.

KITS, PARTS,

SETS, ELECTRIC
CLOCKS ON EASY TERMS.

Write for Catalogue and state requirements,

TURNADGE AND PARTNERS, LTD.
Ludgate House, Fleet St., London, E.C.4.
Telephone : Central 1903.

'OSIEIORW

/17 A
CA A WYE" 7- S
r TWA"

CHAS. A .0515ORN

at 75, Long Street, Middleton, nr. Manchester, at
8.0 p.m. on Tuesday, January 9.-R. Lawton,
Secretary, 10, Dalton Avenue, Thatch Leach Lane,
Whitcfield, Nr. Manchester.

11.11,..1.111.1.111114M1.11.04.1,11411110.11.1041/0.1!11

REPLIES TO BROADCAST
QUERIES
110411E.61111.11..1411141MNPUI.11.0.111111101111.141141M.04111.11j

illustrated with diagrams which should be very useful
to the home constructor. Copies of the handbook can
be obtained for 3d. each, post free, from The Westing-

MAC (London, N.10) : We can trace the following
call signs : (2) G6V1i, A. R. Dellbridge, " Normanhurst," High Road, Laindon, Essex ; (4) G2WS, W. A.

RADIO CLUBS

R. W. Leader and H. J. Powditch, north House,
Forth, St. Colomb Minor, Cornwall; (9) G5CV, P. D.
Walters, 45, Fairfax Road, Bedford Park, W.4 ;

house Brake and Saxby Signal Company, 82, York
Road, king's Cross, N.1.

AND SOCIETIES

Club Stencils should not exceed 200 words in I, nal h
and Omura be received First Post each filmitiny
morning for publication in the following week's issue.

Scare, B.A., 4, Ridge Mount, Cliff Road, Hyde Park.
Leeds, Yorks; (5) GSVT, A. E. J. Cooper, " Half acres," Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire; (6) G5VL,
(11) G2SK, K. G. Styles, 19, Southampton Buildings,
Chancery bane, W.C.2 ; (12) G5UK, M. B. Buckwell,
114, Tankerville Drive, Leigh -on -Sea, Southend,
Essex ; (13) G6VI, W. MacCallum, 21, Park Place,
Stirling, Scotland ; (16) 0 5VB, A. F. Elton Both,

" Francisca," Barlow Road, Hampton, Middlesex;
(17) G5SB, S. Berry, 143, Cheltenham Road, Bristol, 6 ;
A popular comparison of members' gramophone (18) G5R13, A. R. V. Garrett. Swinley House, South
pick-ups took place on December 12th at St. Peter's Ascot, Berkshire; (20) HAF4A, Denes Bibo, 50,
Hall, S. Croydon. .A motor was fixed to n special Marvany Utca, Budapest 1, Hungary ; (21) PAOAG,
test board, around which was screwed each pick-up on it. H. Brouwer, 14, Grootestrasse, Rijssen, Holland;
arrival. Switching enabled any two to he compared (23) PAOHB, W. M. F. J. Often, Havermarkt, Breda,
at a time, and all of them fed into a high-class receiver, Holland ; (25) PAORD, J. R. Letitre, 111, Schevenusing an A.C. H.L. and an L.S.6a at 350 volts for ingenschelaan, The Hague, Holland ; (27) PAORI',
output. A discussion revealing some inherent diffi- M. E. A. Bemelmans, 24, Bezuidenhout, The Hague,
culties in records and their reproduction first took Holland ; (28) PAOMF, J. H. Van Dijk, 381, Hoofds
place. Correct tracking was vital, and the needle weg, Amsterdam, Holland ; (30) F8VG, Georget,
must remain at right angles to the radius. There was Rue de l'Eglise, St. -Laurent pros Epinal (Vosges).
also the difficulty of side pull on the groove, methods France; (31) F3BI, Marc Tonna, 134, Boulevard
of minimizing this being indicated. In any case Dauphinot, Rheims, France; (33) F3CP, Louis
needle scratch limited top response at 3,500 cycles, Itegnier, 9, Rue de Mazenay, Le Creuzot, France;
while impracticability of a wide groove limited the (34) F8P1J, Bassos, 2, Rue Saint Vincent -de -Paul,
basis. Tests were performed on a special musical
Bordeaux (Gironde), France ; (36) F8QS, Eugene
frequency test record, and various needles were tried Dartevelle, 21, Rue de Douzies, Sous -le -Bois, Maubeuge,
in turn. The Society is preparing for its New Year (Nord), France; (37) F3AM, P. Munch, 1, Rue du
campaign for members, and PRACTICAL WIRELESS Hugstein, Guebwiller (Haut Rhin), France; (38)
readers can gain ready admittance on application to F8KI (K ?), M. Yvonnet, 8, Rue Desnouettes, Paris
the hon. secretary, E. L. Cumbers, May ycourt, Campden (15), France; (39) FSVV, Marcel Dudouet, Chalet
Road, S. Croydon.
1).9, Colombelles (Calvados), France; (40) FSACLagien, 12, Rue Edmond Rostond, Marseilles, Bouches.
SLADE RADIO
-Melee, France; (41) F8CL, De Commines de
It was a " Members' Night" at a meeting held du
Villa Saint Georges, Saint -L6 (Manche),
recently, and the opportunity was taken to deal with Marsilly,
France
; (42) FSJE, Leon Conk, 8, Rue Victor Hugo,
the following :Brest
(Finistere),
France ; (43) F3BN, Marcel Mathias,
1. Questions on subjects relating to lectures during 36, Rue Marchais,
Orleans (Loiret), France; (44)
the past quarter.
Pin,
Bouchard,
Les
Erables, Route de Corcelles,
2. General questions.
Dijon
(C6te
d'Or),
France
; (45) FSVL, Caradec,
3. Interference, mains, etc.
177,
Rue
Croix-Nivert,
Paris (15), France ; (46) FSYR,
A large number of questions were raised and dealt Beaujeau, 85, Rue Sadi-Carnot,
Armentieres (Nord),
with in a very satisfactory manner by Messrs. A. France; (47) EAR155, Ignacio Guitian,
General
Freeman and G. T. Peck, the joint technical advisers. Lacy, Madrid, Spain; (49) HB9K, Philip44,
During the evening an oscillator of the latest type Grand Champ, Lausanne, Switzerland; (50)Recordon,
HB9AA,
was exhibited and inspected by the members with Hans Buechler, 77, Scheuchzeretrasse, Zurich 6,
great interest - Hon. Sec., 110, Binaries Road, Switzerland ; (51) ON4BI, (A ?), H. de Thier, 115,
Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.
Avenue du Chene, Reuse', lien let's, Belgium ; (52)
BATTERSEA AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY
FSMI (L7), Lieutenant Paqueron, Chef de TransOn Friday evening, December 15th, the Battersea missions du Territoire, 22, Rue du Commandant
and District Radio Society held its last meeting, for Mellier, Fez (Merocco) ; (53) CT1Fie. Mario de Vascon1933, when Mr. D. Ashby, of the Westinghouse Brake celos, 461, Rua das Vales, Oporto, Portugal. AUSSI
and Saxby Signal Co.' Ltd., gave a lantern lecture on (Kent); SILVANUS HAYWOOD (Tipton) : VIe2ME,
the " Westector and its Associated Circuits." Various Sydney (Australia) received direct on 31.28 In. The
circuits for detection, automatic volume control, and interval signal is the call of the Kookaburra (Laughing
H.T. efferent economizing by means of the Westector Jackass). The address is : Amalgamated Wireless,
were shown by means of slides, and Ably explained by Ltd., 17, York Street, Sydney, N.S.W., Australia.
THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIETY
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE

TO

YOUR PROBLEMS
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The coupon on this

;

UERIES and
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a
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very and drawing
which is sent must bear
the name and address of the sender. Send
your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-il,
Southampton St.. Strand, London. W.C.2.
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SPECIAL NOTE.
IWe wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service in intended only

1 for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.

We regret that we cannot , for obvious reasons(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
multi -valve receivers.
T

I
I

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
receivers described in our contemporaries.

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
- Please note also that allsketehes and drawings

which are sent to us should bear the name

brightly. The switch was
off,' and so I pulled it
into the on ' position, and was surprised to see the fuse
go out and the valves then lit up and the set worked.
Results are really splendid, and I could not wish for a
better set, but I cannot understand whether I have
made a mistake in the wiring, or whether the fuss
should work as it does. It is definitely alight when the
switch is off and goes out when the set is on. Is this
normal ? "--W. D. C. (Bromsgrove).

The fault is due to the fact that you have screwed
the fuse bulb too hard into its holder. and this has
forced the lower contact down on to the metallized
chassis. If you give the bulb one or two turns upward

you will find that it will go out and will then function
in the ordinary way. A number of readers seem to have
experienced this peculiarity, and it would, therefore,
appear to be a good plan to fit a disc of paper or thin

the same position,

notebook.

ADDITIONAL LOUD -SPEAKER
" I was very interested in the recent article en
connecting an extra loud -speaker, but I find that all

SHUNT RESISTANCES FOR CON.
VERTING A 100..OHM METER.
Required
Required yultiply(Ohms) ing factor
0.100
0.125
0.200
0.251
0.334
0.503
1.010
1.266
1.695

centre tap of this winding is employed as the H.T.

positive lead. Obviously, therefore, when the mans
are switched on the H.T. positive connection is com-

pleted to the receiver, but the heater takes thirty

seconds or so to obtain maximum emission, and thus
there is a risk of condensers and other components
breaking down due to the excessive load caused by the

1,000
800
500
400
300
200
100
80
60

through that article the author did not deal with the

push-pull circuit. As I am at present using this
arrangement, and should like to use an extra speaker,
1.should be glad of directions for connecting it to my

Sh(Ohms)mg Factor
2.04

2.56
3.45
5.26
11.11
14.29
20
25
33.33
50
100

circuit."-H. A. S. (Gainaborough).

50
40

The conditions of a push-pull circuit are generally
similar to a triode employing an output choke. That
is, the two anodes of the push-pull valves are joined
together through a choke or the primary of an output
transformer. The centre tap of this winding is joined
to H.T. positive. Therefore, an extra speaker may
be joined to the two anodes, either direct, or through

30
20
10
6
5
4
3
2

a fixed condenser of 2 raids. There is no D.C. flowing

in the normal push-pull stage so that the condensers

are not essential, and they need only be used when the
extra speaker is supplied at some distance from the
apparatus. If the present speaker is joined to the

From the above table it will be seen that if a

meterhaving aresistance of 100 ohms and reading

anodes, then it will be preferable (as in the other

5 milliampsisrequiredtoread 50 milliamps (that
is 10times) a shunt of 11.11 ohms will be required.

Knowing the resistance of the rector, any resistante can be ascertained from the above table.

.1

i

valve. The switch may, of course, be employed in a

FURY FOUR PROBLEM

" My receiver has been working for quite a long
time without any trouble, but find I cannot now get

Can you give me any idea what ,is wrong ? "-R. B.,
(Pimlico).

It is most probable that the wave -change switch has
become faulty, due either to corrosion or a bad contact

caused by a weakened spring. There is, however,
the remote possibility that one of the long -wave
windings (if more than one coil is used) has broken,
although with the majority of commercial coils this
should not happen. Examine the switch carefully
and we think you will find that this is the real cause
of the trouble. Whenever a set works well on one

wave -band and fails on another it may be taken that
the fault can only arise in the part of the circuit which

is changed, and with the majority of broadcast receivers one part of the coil is simply shorted out for
medium waves, thus localising the fault as being in

the switch or that portion of the coil which is brought
into circuit.
FUSE SHORTING TO CHASSIS

" I have finished the Orbit but am rather puzzled
by a peculiar fault which is occurring on it. When I
finished and screwed the fuse bulb in it glowed fairly

cases mentioned in the article) to obtain a speaker with
an output transformer, or a separate transformer, and
to use this for supplying one speaker and the primary
to be used as a choke.
STATICS

D.C. mains receiver for the same reason.

Daventry or other long -wave stations. When I switch
over to the long waves there is a sort of rustling noise,
but there are no signals and reaction also seems dead.

light cast by the latter is directed on to the wall.
The maximum movement will be obtained by the
loudest signal, and you should be able to arrange
lamp and mirror must always be placed exactly in

Cu! this out each week and paste it in a

The switch is employed on the mains side of a

WAVE -CHANGE SWITCH FAULTY

front of your loudspeaker (the actual optimum distance
being found by experiment), and a small lamp focused
on the mirror with no signals coming through. When

matterssothat you get only a small movement with the
present set and thus be able easily to see the circuit
which produces maximum volume. Of course, the

receiver, which uses a rectifying valve of the indirectly heated type. The heater of such a valve is fed from a
secondary winding on the mains transformer, and the

from the same heater winding. Thus, whilst the
heater is attaining maximum temperature the switch
is also warming up and only closes when a certain
temperature is obtained. This is designed to take
approximately the same time as the normal I.H.

following apparatus. Obtain a small disc of polished'

aluminium, say, about as large as a penny. Rave a
really high polish on one side, similar to a mirror.
Stick this, mirror side outwards, on a length of very
thin silk, and stretch the silk between two firmly
fixed arms. The entire structure should be really
rigid, and the length of silk should be adjusted so
that the mirror can rotate, or at least vibrate freely.
This piece of apparatus should be stood directly in

DATA SHEET No. 68.

THERMAL DELAY SWITCH
" As a new reader of your interesting periodical
I have just seen reference to what is called a thermal
delay switch. I realize from the name that this

are of similar type the danger is increased. The delay
switch is wired in series In the H.T. lead, and it is fed

therefore the easiest arrangement is to fix up the'

card below the fuse holder when mounting this in

order to avoid the risk.

Zo0=1.11.414M.c1404=.04110.041111110001111.001M.411=1,04.1M11.01

fact that no anode current can flow until the valve
is giving emission. Where the valves in the receiver

If a circuit is made up by you and you cannot detect!
an increase in volume, there is hardly any necessity toi
measure it. However, from an interest point of view
you probably wish to carry out some experiment%andi

the set is switched on it will he found that the sound
waves will cause the mirror to move about, and you
can then arrange the lamp and mirror so that the spot

and address of the sender.

operates on a temperature basis, but regret that I
cannot see its application in a normal receiver. Please
could you let me know just what it is, and its general
application ? "--G. H. (Kettering).

of 50 per cent. is not detectable by the ear alone."--i
F. L. P. A. (Ho oway

" I have finished the Fury Four and can only get

I have tried everything to bring up
I finally borrowed a
meter and find that the total H.T. across the terminals
are only 30 volts I have checked all the resistances
by replacing them with others and can still get no
results. Can you give any clue to the trouble? "T. Y. D. (Gloucester).
very weak signals.

the strength but without avail.

There is undoubtedly a short-circuit across your

H.T. supply in some part of the receiver, and the only
way to find it is to connect a meter across H.T. positive

and negative and then to go right through the circuit
disconnecting various components one at a time until
you find that the voltage rises to normal. This may

seem tedious, but it is infallible, and it will most

likely be found that there is a short-circuit on to the
chassis.

" I am rather puzzled by the phenomenon which

I receive regularly on my set.
If I set the tuning
dials to a spot slightly below London there is practically
dead quiet. As I turn the dials towards London,'
however, there comes in a lot of cracklings and noises
which are strongest when I am tuned to London, and
if there is no music on there is a most horrible noise.

-G. T. (Edgware).

1,

The fault is quite beyond your control, and is due
to the high efficiency of your H.F. stage, or stagesi,!
The carrier -wave of the local station acts as a COW,
veyor for all kinds of static and other noises and these
are in themselves untuned but accompany the carrier
wave. Thus, when tuned to a point where there is no
broadcast station the noises are not so clearly audible
as when you tungin a powerful carrier with its accompanying mush." Obviously the noises (as well as
the general signal) will be reduced if you lower the
amount of H.F. amplification.

MEASURING OUTPUT VOLUME

" I am getting really interested in the performance
of my set since I have taken up " Practical Wireless,"
and I have a problem to put to you. I know nothing
of mathematics, or the technical side of wireless, but
I am immensely keen to be able to measure the actual
volume given off by my set as I wish to carry out
experiments with various ideas and to compare them
with what I get now. I can, of course, judge the
quality by my ear, but I cannot judge actual power and
I should like to measure this, as I read that an increase

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON

This coupon is available until January 13,1934.

and must be attached to all letters containing
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MISCELLANEOUS

Strict Privacy Guaranteed

ADVERTISEMENTS

-we deal with you direct
N.T.S. PICK - UP

Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 3d. per word.
Minimum charge 3/-. MI advertisements must be prepaid.
Supply Stores, 20, High Street, Clapham,

SEND FOR IT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
Frequency response 80-5,000 cycles.

S.W.4. See our advt. on Page 748 of December
PREMIER

23rd issue.
CO EIRE it.N

RADIO'S

Wireless

Bakelite head, Florentine broom
finish. Complete with lead and

Barga ins. ---se:

arm support.

manufacturers' guaranteed surplus.
VARIABLE Condensers.-Lotus 2 -gang 0.0005

complete with dial, knob, escutcheon. 8/6; Lotus
Dyblock Single Variable 0.0005 Condensers with dial,
knob escutcheon, 4/9, (list 9/56; Hydra block con-

Send only 2 6 for 7 days' trial.
If approved, balance, in 4

monthly payments of 4'3.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,

mfd.

(2+ 2 + 2+ 2+ 2+2+ 2+ 2+1+1) 12/9; 10 mfd.
(2+2+2+2+1+1) 8/3.

RADIOPHONE Volume

Controls and

Switch.
50,000 and 10,000 ohms, 3/3 each (list 10/6).

HELLESENS 8 mfd., Electrolytic Condensers, 3/6
each, 4 mfd., 3/- each.

SPEAKERS.-Permanent

magnet, 28/- (listed
40/6) ; D.C. mains energised, 2,500 to 6,500 ohms,

complete with humbucking coils and transformers,

16/6 (list 39/6): Magnavox D.C. speakers, M.C. latest
type "154" all voltages, 17/6 each. G.E.C. Stork
speakers, complete in magnificent cabinet, 19/6 (listed
13/15); Ormond speakers, complete in cabinets, 10/ (listed 25/-): Blue Spot, 100 U, 13/6 (list 37/6).

17,6.

BLUE SPOT 29 P.M.
MOVING - COIL SPEAKER

Cash or C.O.D.

51/12,6

ELIMINATOR
Model W.348.
28

MA.

150

Send

only

Carriage Paid.

a:

271-275, High Rd., Willesden Green, N.W.10,

and at 48, Lisle Street, W.C,2,where callers are cordially
invited to inspect our large stocks of wireless bargains.
Please send all post orders to 323, Euston Rd., N.W.1.

volts at

and Detector

S.G.

tappings.
216

(list 35/-); R.M.V. volume controls, 1/6 each (list 12/6)
Dubiliei 4 mfd. condensers (2+1+1), 1,000 volt,2/9each.
4.5 mfd. (2.25+2.25), 1,000 volt., 3/- each. Lumophon
D.C. Moving Coil Speakers with terminals, 11/6 each
;list 39/6). Mains Switches, 3 amp., 250 volt, 8d. each,
7/6 doz. Edison Bell Centre Tapped Inductance Coils,
all values from 20 upwards, 9d, each, 7/8 doz. assorted.

ALL Goods guaranteed New and Perfect and .en

days'
If
trial.
a pproved,
send further 2/6.

for 7

Balance
n
17
monthly
payments
of

Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid

SEND FOR IT ON

DAYS' TRIAL

7

With Class

" B " Output Valve (less
speaker). Send only

N.W.1 (near Warren St. Tube). 'Phone : Museum

2;6
for 7
days'
Trial.
It approved
send further 116.

THE following valves are guaranteed unused and

Balance in 11 monthly

4524.

A.C./Pens, P.T.4s, A.C.S.G/V.M.s, Pen. 4V.s, M.V.S.G.s,

M.L.4s, A.C./P.s, P.M.24s, 8/-; A.C./H.L.s, 164V.s,

354V.s, A.C.2/11.L.s, 41M.H.L.s, 17.10s, U.U.60/250s,
M.11.4s, M.H.L.4s, 7/6; V.S.2s, 215S.G.s, 220S.G.s,
P.M.12s, P.M.12A.s, 9/-; 442B.U.s, D.W.3s, 8/6;
215P.s, 220P.s, L.P.2s, 4/9 ; P.2s, 6/6 ; P.T.2s,
P.M.22A.s, 0/-; ILL.210s, H.210s, L.210s, L.2s, 3/9.

All Types of Brand New American Valves in Stock,
first-class makes: 247s, 235s, 224s, 236s, 237s, 233s,

238s, 239s, 245s, 244s, 12/- ; 227s, 226s, 280s, 9/6 ;
242s, 232s, 11/- ; 17.X,250s, 16/- ; 281s, 14/6. Carriage
Paid. Cash with Order or c.o.d. Westinghouse rectifiers
unused 11.T.8, 10/- ; H.T.9, H.T.10, 11/3. Dubilier or
T.C.C. electrolytic condensers 8 M.F.D., 3/9. Magnavox.
D.C. 152 (2,500 olfins) or .6.500 ohms, gin. cone, 25/ .Ward, 45, Farringdon St., B.C.1.
MELFO-RAD " Guaranteed Kit " Specialists.
Nucleon CL/B.4, described within. First specified Kit, 15/8/9. ST./500, 78/-; Century Super,
£5/0/0. D.C. Mains Kit, £5/5/0. Universal A.0 D.C.
Mains, £5. "Melforad," 5, Queens Place, Hove.

RADIO SUPPLIES

Send your list of Radio needs for our quotation.
Kits, Parts, Sets, etc. Everything in Radio stocked,
prompt delivery.. 7 days' approval. Catalogue free.
Taylor & Standard Wet 11.T, replacements stocked.

N. TAYLOR, 9, GROVE RD., BALHAN, S.W.12

French Maid (who has just been given the
sack) : " Ah, perfidious Albion, you burn
Joan of Arc, you send the great Napoleon
to exile, and now you dismiss me !"

The
HUMORIST
EVERY FRIDAY.

payments of 4/,
Cash or C.O.D. Car-,
singe Paid, 22'3/6

perfect, and any valve differing from the makers'
characteristics will be exchanged ; and all latest types.

M.S.4s, M.S.4B.s, A.C.S.G.s, S.4V.A.s, S.4V.B.s;
M.S.G /L.A.s, D.S.B.s, A.C.S./2s, D.C.2S.G.s, 9/6.
U.14s, 10/-. " Class B " : P.M.2.B, P.10.220, 220.B, 8/6,

84/17/6.

NEW BLUE SPOT
CLASS 'B' OUTPUT STAGE

SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston 1W., London,

A.C.S.2/Pens, M.M.4V.s, P.T.625s, V.M.S.4s, D.C.2/
Pens, D.P.T.s, P.M.24M.s, M,P.T.4s, V.31.4V.s,
A.C.S.1/V.M.s, P,31.2411s, D.C.28.G./1V.M.s, 11/-;

MAKES LIFE WORTH WHILE

SENT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL

50 m.a., 6/9 each

PLEASE Note.-We have opened branches

P.7 P.M., list £3, at 33/-. State if Power or Pentode
All fitted Humbuckers. Also number
of Class " B ". State requirements. All goods Carr.
Cash with order or C.O.D. Chal Electric,
Paid.
No. c, Conduit Street, London, W.I. Regent 6240.
WANTED good Modern Wireless Parts, Sets,
Eliminators, Meters, Valves, Speakers, etc.
Spot Cash Waiting, Send or bring. We pay more
than any other Dealer. Open 9 -8. --University Radio,
142, Drummond St., Hampstead ltd., N.W.1.
TELEVISION APPARATUS. We specialise in
all components for Portovisor described in this

Street, E.C.4, offer " Advice Handbook" and
Consultations free. 47 years' references. Write, call,
or 'phone (Central 0682). Director, B. T. King,
C.I.M.E., Reg. Patent Agent. G.B., U.S.A., and Canada.

Car-

Radio Meteor " A " 3 -Valve Screen Grid

Every article perfectly new.

D.C.144, 7 -in. cones 100/190 D.C. (2500 ohms) (40/76
M.A.) and 190/280 D.C. (6500 ohms) (29/43 M.A.) at
19/- each. 152 Type, 9 -in. cones same voltages at
26/- each. BOLAS F.6 (voltages as in Magnavox),
71 -in. cones at 18/- ; F.7 9 -In. cones same voltages at
25/-. Permanent Magnets, F.6 P.M., list 49/6, at 28/- ;

PATENTS
& TRADE MARKS
RING'S PATENT AGENCY, LTD., 1465, Qn. Victoria

5/6.

riage Paid,

12/6).

riliAL Electric offers Brand New Set Manufacturers'
surplus Moving Coil Speakers. Magnavox Type

London.

Send only 2/6 for 7
days' trial.
If approved, balance in 6
monthly payments of

valves, £3/7/6 ; with 3 Mullard valves (P.M.12A..
P.M.2.D.X. P.M.2.A.), £4/10 (list £8/7/6).

Amplion Loudspeaker Units, 2/3 each (list

4344.

L5a CASH PRIZES FOR POEMS ; particulars free.
Fiction also invited. Current Catalogue on
application. Stockwell, Ltd., 29, Ludgate Hill,

Kit, complete with cabinet, M.C. speaker, less
READY

Ferranti Chokes, C.T., 20

meters a speciality, 3/6, other makes quoted for.
Repair Dept. C. WEEDON POWER LINK RADIO
CO., 185. Earlham Grove, London, E.7. lidaryland

journal. Send for illustrated list. -11. E. Sanders,
4, rayS Inn ltd., London, W.C.1.

Mullard valves (P.M.1L.F., P.3.1.2D.X.,
£3/5 (list £6/17/6).

with volume control, Model " 88," 26/- each (listed 63/-).

24 Hours service, guaranteed laboratory tested.

transformers, loud -speakers from 4/-. Eliminators,
Stains Transformers, etc. New cones fitted to Moving Coil speakers. Estimates free. Wates Volt/Amp

popular P.M. Moving - cob
Speaker for operation from Power or
Pentode.
very

A

3

Scott Taggart, £2/19/6 each (list £4/17/6),
all kits brand new In original sealed cartons.
BT.H. Senior Pick-ups, 1934, complete with volume
control, 28/6 each (list 37/6). Blue Spot Pick-ups,

London, W.C.1, .
REPAIRS TO ANY MAKE RADIO APPARATUS.

SEND FOR IT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL

Radio " 303 " A Kits, complete with
cabinet, M.C. speaker, less valves, £2/5 ; with
READY

READY RADIO ST.400 Kits, as specified by

2s. 3d. post free U.K.-Pioneer Radio, Coptic St.,

Transformer.

densers, new, 16 mfd., 2+2+8+2+1+1, 1,000 volt
test, 7/- each: 4 mfd., 2/6; 2 mfd., 1/9; 1 infd.,
Block condensers 1,500 volt, with terminals 20

17s. fid.
ERICSSON

L.F. Transformers, List price,
New and guaranteed. Our price,

3/1

TWOPENCE.

At all Newsagents and Bookstalls.

'13'

NNT
'LASS
."S
SPEAKER
SEND FOR IT ON 7 DAYS' TRIAL
Gives perfect reproduction. With input
transformer for power or pentode.
Send 216 for 7 days'
Trial. If approved
pay balance in 5
monthly payments
Paid.

model

for

and

..

..

..

..

..

IV Supp.

_
..
Grips° Co.
Hesyberd, F. C., & Co.

..
..

..

..

..

..
..

II Supp.
II Supp.
.. 806

Schools

..

..

Heraud, E. J., Ltd.

22/6.

Same Price
Terms.

Also

..
..

Fluxite, Ltd. ..

Cash or
Carriage

of 46.
C.O.D.

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX
Amplion (1932) Ltd. ..
British Ebonite Co., Ltd.
British Rola Co., Ltd.
Bulgin, A. F., & Co., Ltd.
Col vern, Ltd. ..
..
Cossor, A. C.. Ltd.
..
Electradix Radios
..

Power or Pentode.

international

56, LUDGATE.
Dear Sirs:
(a) Please lend me..

HILL,

..

..

Correspondence

..

LONDON,

E.C.4.

New Times

Osborn, Chas. A.

.

..

RiversideT

-

Peto-Scott, Ltd.

..

..

..

NAME \...._

ADDRESS

.

.

..
..

.

..

..

-

-

..
..

798

" ird. C

Thira. Covet
787

.

'Front .eover Strip, III and

Wingrove & Rogers, Ltd.
Wright & Weai re

..

.

Wet HT. Battery Co.

Pr.W.64-34.

788

Back c: over

Taylor, N.
..
..
The 362 Radio Valve Co. Ltd.
Technological Institute of Gt. Britain
Turnadge & Partners
..
..

(5) I enclose Cash/Deposit

805

..

_ 788
.. Inside Front Cover
.. IV Supp.
..

King's Patent Agency, Ltd
Newnes' Home Library
..
Newnes' Home Mechanic ..
Newnes' Home Movies
Newnes' Tit -Bits
.
Newnes' Wireless Books
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.........801

_
..
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..
.
..
..
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Supp.
.

788
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..
..
..
..
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`LISTENERS IN' !
IS YOUR WIRELESS LICENCE

IT MAY BE WORTH

£50
Compare your number

£2

AL

AO
AO

894655

el

AO 374688

AL
AL
AL
AL

883309
589716
395874
862309

AL 894812
AN

637925

AO
AO

418601

850000

AP
AP
AP

AO
AO

AP
AP
AP
AP
AP
AP

will

993161

128864
027894
296415

ACCUMULATORS

charging station.

MOTOR CAR UPKEEP AND
OVERHAUL

holder of Licence
No. AO 802918

paid to

be

bonising, valve grinding, the lighting

system, the carburettor, cooling system,
lubrication, springs and shock absorbers,
steering

gear,

brakes,

tracing noises, etc., etc.

wheels,

axles,

will be paid

TOY MAKING FOR AMATEURS

will be paid

wooden models and toys, electrical toys,
steam toys, guns, kaleidoscopes, acrobats,

to holders of Licences :
AS 080957
Nos. AR 785505
to holders of Licences :
AQ 548196
Nos. AP 054882

will

be paid to holders of Licences :

AS 373545 AP 128893 AQ 797083 AR 787019 AQ 562226

AP
AP
AP
AQ
AQ

425963
822997
128891
001730
373643

AQ
A
AQ
AQ
AQ

AP
AP

054761
330979

AQ
AQ
AQ
AQ
AQ
AQ

099775
837930
479766
170604
217707
562198

AQ
AQ
A
AQ
AQ
AQ
A

AQ

to holders of Licences :

170467
208645
308456
129841
800846

will be paid
944902
802930
843999
246433

interested in models and how to make
them ; woodwork and other crafts.

Information covering the engine, decar-

will be paid
849536
944774
692736
027949
991119

This series covers a wide field and will
prove of the greatest value to everyone

An up-to-date handbook dealing with
every type of accumulator, methods of
charging them at home, care and maintenance, also explains how to erect a

and claim your reward

AL 728832
AL 978818
AL 765324

HANDBOOKS
Clearly written and fully illustrated.

NUMBER IN THIS LIST ?

£50
£25
o
£5

PRACTICAL

AQ
AQ
AQ
AQ

AR

260084
823651

166702
014289
359002

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

145810
479299
896464
247583
076426

AR
AR
AR
AS
AS

115239
926405
832394
006012
373520

to holders of Licences :

547922
040893
688746
413299
426317
863448
320893
166941

AQ
AQ
AQ

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

171538
840752
014983
201908
365802
987011
373304
69105

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

816707
618620
406112
897000
911000
782894
358240
604975

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AS
AS
AS

145795
235566
832194
568362
747123
371169
346094
080955

Pffr This offer applies to licences which are actually in force on Saturday, January 6, 1934.
Before the awards are paid, claimants will be asked to undertake a simple publicity service in distributing leaflets to encourage
the sale of licences amongst those who at present do not fulfil their obligations by taking out a Post Office Licence before receiving
broadcast programme.,. Claims cannot be considered in connection with any Licence the date of issue of which is after Jan. 4, 1934.

For full particulars for

How to make clockwork toys, model
aeroplanes, model locomotives, model
boats, ingenious toys operated by sand,
etc.

TWENTY-FIVE TESTED WIRELESS
CIRCUITS
All the sets described have been designed
to meet modern needs. They range from
simple crystal receivers to a seven -valve
super -heterodyne, and all the sets have
been made and tested before inclusion.

SIMPLE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

An excellent little book for those who

wish to make simple and useful electrical
appliances, such as galvanometers, electric
motors, dynamos and Leyden jars.
MODEL BOAT BUILDING
Contains designs for battleship, speed
boat, paddle steamer and yachts. Excel-

lent models can be built with the simple
directions and diagrams given.
THE HOME WOODWORKER
Clear instructions on how to make a large
variety of articles in wood, together with
many useful hints on wood -working.
MODEL AEROPLANES AND
AIRSHIPS
Contains full descriptions of easy -to -make
models of every description that will fly.

THE HANDYMAN'S ENQUIRE
WITHIN

Hundreds of practical ideas and hints of
value to the man who is clever with his

claiming awards and a com-

hands.

plete list of numbers see

25 SIMPLE WORKING MODELS
Ingenious and practical designs for electric,
steam and clock -work models.

NEWNES'

HOME MECHANIC
BOOKS
Obtainable at all Newsagents and

Bookstalls, or by post 5/2 each

ON SALE EVERYWHERE SATURDAY, January

6

front George Ncwnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton St., Strand,1V .C.2.

each

Ceo. Newnes, Ltd

44-
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A Sensible INVESTMENT for everyone in
the Wireless business.
Oct of the mom, valuable action illustratiort.s in tbi, 'rot!.

NEWNES'

COMPLETE
WIRELESS

This fully illustrated new work deals with the whole
theory of wireless from the very simplest principles
up to the most advanced stage. It shows you the
most up-to-date practice as exemplified in the fine

commercial sets which have been placed on the
market recently. It shows you the possibilities of

Lifting out the Diaphragm and Coil of a .Magnavox Speaker.
This enables the speech coil to be examined if short circuited
or broken windings are suspected.

short-wave work, and contains numerous useful designs.

A MODERN REFERENCE WORK
THE progress in wireless practice during the
past few years has been enormous.
The
Screened Grid, the Pentode, the Bigrid, and the
Variable -Mu Valves have made their appearance

in rapid succession. Band Pass Tuning, Push -Pull
Amplification, the Stenode, the Autotone, the Dual

Speaker, are other items which were unknown to

the wireless industry a few years ago.

This fully illustrated work is designed to bring

every reader of " P. W." right up-to-date on

the theory, design, and construction.
To feel at home amongst such a variety of electrical

appliance1 the modern wireless man must have a
thorough grounding in electrical theory. This
point has been kept well in mind in the compilation
of the present . work. No effort has been spared
to make the theoretical treatment complete.
Included in this work are many proved circuits

and designs, together With full details of the methods
of construction and wiring, and many articles devoted

to the servicing of high-class receivers and radio-

grams.

We are convinced that the wealth of information
which has been brought together in this work will
be of real use to the enthusiastic wireless amateur
and absolutely essential to the man to whom
" wireless " is bread and butter.

Another splendid illustration showing the
fitting of a New Cord
to the Drum of the

Marconiphone 42
Receiver.

Newnes' Complete Wireless is
bound in 4 serviceable volumes.
If you are interested send post
card tooday for free illustrated descriptive folder and
details of a convenient easy purchase scheme to :

FREE
er

THE HOME
LIBRARY BOOK CO.
(Dept. "Practical Wireless" 6134),

23.24, TAVISTOCK STREET,
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.C.2.

Testing the Insulation Resistance between Mains
Input Terminals and Earth.,
Geo. Newnes. Ltd.

P. W. Gift Stamp No. 1
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